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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The collapse of the Gaddafi regime left the forces and institutions in charge of securing and managing Libya’s borders
in disarray, with limited presence and control along the land borders in the west and close to no presence on or control
over the southern, eastern, or maritime borders. Defense and security training systems that were in place before the
revolution all but disappeared, leaving the border security forces chronically undertrained and in turn, largely
ineffective.

CHALLENGES
The major impediments to border security in Libya include the following key issues:
•

Libya does not exert control over its borders. Libya’s United Nations (UN)-backed Government of
National Accord (GNA) does not exert effective control over its borders in the West, and the Libyan National
Army (LNA) and its affiliate militias under the command of Khalifa Haftar have coopted full control of Libya’s
eastern border with Egypt and continue to move steadily west, with the ongoing April 2019 attack on Tripoli
threatening what little border control the GNA currently holds. Libya’s southern border is largely unmanned
and ungoverned.

•

Libya’s political, economic, and social instability in the post-revolution era, coupled with the country’s
unguarded and porous borders, has allowed a host of transnational actors to leverage long standing
commodity smuggling routes to move nefarious goods and people illegally in, across, and out of
the region with impunity.

•

The six countries immediately neighboring Libya—Algeria, Chad, Egypt, Niger, Sudan, and Tunisia—as well as
nearby European countries in the Mediterranean, face a direct, if not existential threat, from Libya’s porous
borders. While countries like Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia have taken steps to fortify their own border security
in recent years, there is no Libyan counterpart with whom these countries can coordinate their efforts. Border
management systems differ substantially in terms of capabilities, organization, effectiveness, and
coordination, resulting in poor regional coordination and cooperation on border challenges where it
does exist.

•

Many official positions within Libya’s ministries of defense and interior, as well as posts in official border
crossings and patrols, are coopted by individual militias who use these strategic positions to facilitate
illegal cross-border activities that benefit their affiliated group. Militias have managed to embed their members
across the GNA, particularly in the MOI, and exert control over officials through the threat or use of force.
Even in agencies where there are relatively limited numbers of militia members holding key positions, such as
the immigration agency’s central headquarters, there is an expectation that policies and contracts will benefit
the militias’ affiliated tribes or regions.

•

Border Forces are poorly manned and trained. The majority of GNA-controlled border forces are largely
made up of new and untrained recruits.

•

Border forces often prioritize loyalty to their town, tribe, or militia over Libya’s UN-backed
government, the GNA.

•

Nonstate armed groups outweigh official GNA security forces in terms of power, influence,
materiel, capacity, and training. Despite having loose associations with the UN-backed government in
Tripoli or the parallel “government” in Tobruk, these armed groups have created a predatory environment
along the border zones, collecting “taxes” from those transiting territories under their control and competing
for control over smuggling routes, sometimes violently.

•

Equipment is insufficient and outdated. Weapons stores that existed under the Gaddafi regime were
ransacked by militias in the immediate aftermath of the revolution and the remaining equipment is outdated
and insufficient to counter cross-border incursions or to track and monitor goods and people moving through
formal ports of entry or in the largely unmonitored green zones between them.

•

With little opportunity for legal employment, youth are drawn to the illicit economy by the promise of
fast profit, despite the risks. Increasing economic marginalization of Libya’s communities straddling its land
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borders has caused feelings of desperation and hopelessness, particularly among male youth, making them
ideally vulnerable to and a target of recruitment by jihadists.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The report details 32 recommendations for how the international community and U.S. Government policy and program
managers can provide strategic and targeted assistance to Libyan authorities and neighboring governments to improve
border security. The full list of recommendations, grouped as regional, strategic, operational, training, and
coordination/cooperation recommendations, is available in the report. The following detail key highlights from the
complete list:

Regional Recommendations:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Develop a regional border security strategy at the operational level to coordinate border management and
tactics.
Improve regional coordination and cooperation mechanisms to integrate and coordinate cross-border
approaches to common problems and utilize limited resources for joint border monitoring and enforcement.
Improve the lives and livelihoods of North Africa’s border communities to reduce incentives to
smuggle and limit terrorist recruitment of the region’s youth.
Reestablish integrated manning at key border posts to promote tactical- and operational- level
coordination between border forces from both sides at key border crossings.
Reopen regional embassies and consulates in Libya to enable intelligence sharing and cooperation on
border security.
Assist North African countries to adopt electronic passports/visas and install electronic
passport/visa reading machines at regional border entry points. The U.S. Government could provide
equipment and training for passport scanning terminals at airports, ports, and land border points with
electricity and assistance to countries to roll out new electronic passports.

Strategic-Level Recommendations for Libya:

7
8

9

Plan for, design, and implement a Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR)
program for Libya to address the longer-term role of Libya’s militias in Libya’s new political order, particularly
for border security.
Build upon existing and ongoing international efforts to devise a border security system for
Libya. Libya needs a roadmap for reestablishing national security. Several international actors have begun
the process of providing Libya with options, and many have on the ground awareness and knowledge that
could be useful for U.S. programming. The United States could build off these initial frameworks to help Libya
determine a plan for full implementation once the political impasse is solved.
Secure buy-in from Libya’s legislature. The institutionalization, and thus sustainability, of U.S. assistance
on border security training reform cannot be siloed within security agencies alone. Libya’s security ministries
must secure buy-in from the legislature(s) to consistently support and fund the training system, staff,
students, and facilities for border security agencies.

10 Conduct a thorough review of Libyan Law pertaining to border security. The U.S. Government could

commission the review of existing Libyan law pertaining to border security, including for customs, immigration,
and security issues related to border security such as refugees.

11 Develop a national strategy to combat extremism and violence. The international community should

help Libya to develop a national strategy to confront extremism and violence, which includes policy direction
to guide border forces in dealing with extremist groups.

Operational-Level Recommendations for Libya
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12 Provide technology and corresponding training to improve capacity to patrol the vast land

borders of Libya. Providing any technology in the near-term could prove problematic because the vast
majority of donor-provided equipment is coopted by armed groups and/ or sold.

13 Provide equipment to modernize border security capacity. Effective border security requires flexible,
mobile forces and equipment to enhance operational capacity and sometimes less sophisticated equipment is
more effective in addressing border challenges.

14 Establish the building blocks for future professional integrity units within Libya’s border forces.

In the near term, certain steps could be taken to begin building an ethos of integrity, including in all
international trainings.

15 Conduct a rigorous review of the pay and benefits systems for all border security personnel (in
parallel with recommendation 7).

16 Conduct a Border Management Organizational Review. One of the greatest challenges for Libya’s
security institutions is what to do with the estimated 30,000 revolutionaries and militia members across Libya’s
ministries. Building on EUBAM’s border management structure recommendations, the U.S. Government could
work with Libyan officials to conduct a border management infrastructure and staffing structure assessment
to establish a baseline for eventual DDR (recommendation 7).

17 Conduct a Border Management Job Task Analysis. Once the Border Management Organizational Review

is completed (recommendation 16), the U.S. Government could support Libya’s security agencies to create
job descriptions and identify required competencies for each border security function.

18 Improve human resource capacity for Libyan security institutions. Government ministries and
agencies will require assistance on how to vet, recruit, manage, and train new and existing personnel.

19 Address border security on Libya’s most porous southern border.
20 Implement equipment management processes. This can include providing sustainability programs (e.g.,

training on logistics and resource management for consumables, security of equipment, inventory processes,
sign-in and sign-out systems) as well as the development and implementation of standard operating
procedures and policies.

21 Establish an updated and rehabilitated nation-wide central command center to coordinate
intelligence and operations across land, air, and sea.

Training Recommendations for Libya

22 Establish a sustainable training system that is focused on training institutions, not ad hoc, one-time
trainings delivered by a host of donors.

23 Standardize basic training in border security skills. Basic training could include identification of forged

documents and falsified information on commercial declarations, operation and maintenance of screening and
x-ray equipment, and behavioral analysis.

24 Conduct a curriculum assessment and review of basic military, police, and customs training as it pertains
to border security officers and an assessment of new border security training curriculum based on
staff structures, functions, competencies, and responsibilities.

25 Develop and deploy integrated training workshops on:
•

Passport and document inspection

•

Forged and misleading document identification

•

Behavioral analysis

•

Interviews at points of entry
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•

Interrogation and investigation techniques (including human rights)

•

Proper policies and procedures for the detention of migrants

•

Combatting human trafficking (including human rights)

•

Community-Security Force Engagement

•

Strategic Communications for border force officials

•

English language skills so that agencies can work more efficiently with international donors

•

Combating financial money laundering

•

Anti-corruption and professional responsibility

•

Strategic weapons control and weapons identification

•

Strategic trade control training

26 Develop curricula and certification for a range of multi-agency personnel, including in-service,
mid-career, and leadership/executive level personnel.

Coordination and Cooperation Recommendations for Libya

27 Develop integrated border information management systems to reduce inefficiencies and
opportunities for corruption.

28 Develop interagency and joint training to address serious gaps among relevant border security
agencies on common border security skills and job tasks.

29 Conduct interagency training maneuvers and operations to establish long-term interagency
cooperation and to prepare forces to conduct joint operations.

30 Establish or re-establish inter- and intra-agency communication and coordination mechanisms
across Libya’s six land borders and among the various border types (land, sea, and air).

31 Establish a public communications strategy. The security of Libya’s borders will rely heavily on the trust
and support of border communities.

32 Establish security force-community engagement with border communities. Border communities and
tribes can provide valuable information on cross-border activities.
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ABOUT THE REPORT
This report was borne out of the Export Control and Related Border Security (EXBS) program’s recognition that radical
change is needed in national and regional approaches to border security to combat the threats generated by this new
environment. In the case of Libya, the first step is to understand the extent of the threat that the borders pose as well
as what can be done to help the Libyans improve their border security apparatus in the face of continued political
turmoil and active armed conflict. Based on the research Strategic Capacity Group (SCG) was able to conduct between
January 2018 and September 2019, this report provides an extensive and rigorous analysis of Libya’s border security
challenges, including a gap assessment of Libyan national border management capacity and capabilities, to help inform
U.S. Government policy and programming in the country and the region. It also discusses opportunities for EXBS to
address identified gaps and includes an extensive list of strategic- and operational-level programmatic
recommendations to inform future U.S. Government programming in the region to achieve impactful and sustainable
outcomes.
Strategic Capacity Group conducted nearly one hundred interviews with border stakeholders from Libya,
Tunisia, Egypt, and the international community between February 2017 and June 2019. Challenges to gathering data
have surfaced frequently throughout the process due to shifting politics, general instability in the region, and the
sensitive nature of the subject at hand. However, SCG found that the majority of individuals interviewed were eager
to help the researchers better understand the border issues in the hope that it would help the United States better
assist them in addressing some of the major challenges that are stemming from Libya’s borders. Given the sensitive
nature of much of the information in this report, data points are not attributed to specific interviewees where the
information could compromise the individual. Interviewees were selected based on their knowledge of, experience
with, or direct stake in border security in the North Africa region, and included border community leaders, government
officials, smugglers, individuals currently or previously associated with armed groups, members of the business
community, country and regional experts, and international partners working in the region on border-related issues.
Due to the high security risk of traveling inside Libya, the interviews primarily took place in Tunisia or were
conducted remotely. In addition to a number of trips to Tunis, researchers conducted field research on the TunisianLibyan border in September and October 2018 which included visiting border communities in and around Ben Guerdane,
Tatouine, Medenine, Zarzis, Djerba, and the Ras Ajdir border crossing. Interviews were generally unstructured and
conducted in local dialect with a translator familiar with the technical jargon of border security issues. Researchers
found the use of maps during interview discussions to be particularly informative; in addition to giving the interviewees
agency that helped break down some of the initial hesitation to discuss these issues, the researchers found it useful to
see various perceptions of geographical points of interest (e.g., unofficial crossing points) to get a better understanding
of the shifting landscape inside Libya.
Researchers also drew insights from conducting significant open-source desk research between field visits to
better understand regional dynamics from similar studies and to corroborate or expand upon information provided
during interviews. Open-source information on Libya and Egypt is, however, difficult to come by and difficult to verify.
SCG worked through a local researcher in Egypt to gather some updated data about Egypt’s border approaches, but
even this had to be done at an academic level for safety reasons as the government has become suspicious of anyone
looking into the state of their military and security affairs since the 2011 revolution in Egypt.
In addition to field research and interviews, SCG experts brought together top Libyan border security officials
in 2018 in Tunis, first in November for a facilitated dialogue focused on Libya’s border security challenges and again in
December 2018 for a workshop focused on Libya’s border security training and curriculum. The December workshop
gave researchers an opportunity to gain a better understanding of: 1) the mission(s) and roles of Libya’s respective
border agencies and forces; 2) specific competencies their forces should possess to fulfill those missions; 3) distribution
of training needs, mixing class-based and hands-on, experiential, or practical activities to optimize learning and
retention; and 4) prioritization of content needs to guide the development of new curriculum as the training
modernization process moves forward. Finally, in September 2019, SCG brought together Egypt, Libya, and North
Africa-focused experts and academics in Washington, DC to discuss possible ways to encourage Egypt’s participation
in addressing regional border issues.
This report is the culmination of the research above, synthesized by SCG experts to provide a timely analysis
of Libya’s border issues and ways the United States can help address them. The report first provides an overview of
North Africa and of Libya in particular, providing geographic, demographic, and political information about the country
and each of its land borders to orient the reader in the current context. Second, it maps the major challenges being
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caused by border insecurity, including illegal smuggling, human trafficking, migration, and the rise of armed groups. It
then breaks down Libya’s border security capabilities and capacity, and identifies major gaps and challenges. Finally,
it highlights two existing border security system proposals for Libya and then provides an extensive list of
recommendations for how the regional governments, the international community, and the United States can address
the major border challenges in North Africa and help improve border security in Libya.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXTUAL OVERVIEW
Since the ouster of Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, the people of Libya have endured nearly a decade of violence and
instability. Libya has struggled to exert effective national control over its vast land borders and the borders, in turn,
have become a leading threat to national and regional security, rather than a source of protection. The collapse of the
Gaddafi regime left the forces and institutions in charge of securing and managing Libya’s borders in disarray, with
limited presence and control along the land borders in the west and close to no presence on or control over the southern
or eastern borders. Defense and security training systems that were in place before the revolution all but disappeared,
leaving the border security forces chronically undertrained and in turn, largely ineffective. Weapons stores that existed
under the Gaddafi regime were ransacked by militias in the immediate aftermath of the revolution and the remaining
equipment is outdated and insufficient to counter the border challenges, leaving border forces’ lacking the materiel
necessary to perform their duties. The border forces that do still exist are largely made up of new and untrained
recruits, who often prioritize loyalty to their town, tribe, or militia over Libya’s United Nations (UN)-backed Government
of National Accord (GNA). Finally, many official positions within Libya’s ministries of defense and interior, as well as
posts in official border crossings and patrols, are coopted by individual militias who use these strategic positions to
facilitate illegal cross-border activities that benefit their affiliated group despite contributing to further instability and
insecurity.
The vacuum of authority in the borderlands resulting from Gaddafi’s fall has largely been filled by nonstate
armed groups that outweigh the official GNA security forces in terms of power, influence, materiel, capacity, and
training. Despite having loose associations with the UN-backed government in Tripoli or the parallel “government” in
Tobruk, these armed groups do not present an alternative security option for the Libyan people. Instead, they have
created a predatory environment along the border zones, insisting on the payment of “taxes” or bribes to travel through
their territories or cross borders under their control, and competing for control over smuggling routes, sometimes
violently. In particular, the Libyan National Army (LNA) and its affiliate militias under the command of Khalifa Haftar
have coopted full control of Libya’s eastern border with Egypt and continue to move steadily west, with the ongoing
April 2019 attack on Tripoli threatening what little border control the GNA currently holds. While some border
communities do cooperate with the armed groups, it is largely forced by desperation for security or access to economic
opportunity that armed groups can both provide or deprive a town. The average Libyan citizen is tired of being
victimized by armed groups but also increasingly fatigued by the lack of stability in Libya and the inability of the GNA
to provide basic security to Libya’s citizens.
Libya’s rampant political, economic, and social instability in the post-revolution era, coupled with the country’s
unguarded and porous borders, has allowed a host of transnational actors to leverage long-standing commodity
smuggling routes to move nefarious goods, slaves, drugs, foreign fighters, and weapons illegally in, across, and out of
the region with impunity. For the six countries immediately neighboring Libya—Algeria, Chad, Egypt, Niger, Sudan, and
Tunisia—as well as nearby European countries in the Mediterranean, the result is increasingly complex and dangerous
border challenges. A coordinated multilateral response is necessary to address any challenge that traverses from one
country to another. While countries like Egypt and Tunisia have taken steps to fortify their own border security in
recent years, without a legitimate and capable partner to coordinate with on the Libyan side of the border, their efforts
can only be half effective. In addition, border management systems differ across these six countries substantially in
terms of capabilities, organization, effectiveness, and coordination, resulting in poor regional coordination and
cooperation on border challenges.
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CONTEXTUALIZING LIBYA

The Regional Context
North Africa’s overall political climate remains less than stable as many governments continue to grapple with
challenges of varying strengths to their political infrastructures. Both Egypt and Tunisia are struggling to maintain
stability in the aftermath of the downfall of longstanding regimes, and Libya remains embroiled in conflict since the
ouster of Gaddafi. Political rivalry and weak government capacity have created vulnerabilities in the regional security
architecture that are being actively exploited by a host of transnational criminal and terrorist networks. While borders
have long served as a mainstay for trade and a source of insecurity in the region, internal upheavals have weakened
states and diverted their focus and resources from borders to resistive population centers. Amidst the unrest, new
markets and opportunities have emerged, driving new demands for smuggled goods. Although regional governments
are aware of the emerging challenges and have sought to respond, security capacity is uneven at the national level
and cross-border cooperation is inconsistent at best.
While the region’s economy is a mix of reliance on significant reserves of natural gas and oil, agriculture, and
tourism, significant economic disparities exist among the region’s countries, positing the well-off elite against the
population-at-large, and an ever-growing population of poor, underemployed, and unemployed, particularly of youth
and border populations. Border regions across North Africa are largely distant from urban, economic heartlands and
centers of commerce and industry, leaving border populations with meagre economic opportunity—a problem shared
by governments across the region. Governments, recognizing the lack of economic possibilities for their citizens,
particularly young men, have historically, tacitly allowed the populations there to engage in low-level smuggling. This
laissez-faire approach to the borderlands provided benefit to nearly everyone: local border residents were able to feed
their families, lowly paid border guards were able to supplement their income with bribes, and government leaders
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avoided messy political agitation. This led to the development of robust illicit cross-border trade networks and further
strengthened the grip of smuggling as the economic mainstay of many in the border areas.
Cross-border commodity smuggling has long
served as the main source of income for economically
marginalized and politically disaffected border
communities across North Africa. Most of this illicit
cross-border activity involves legal commodities, which
smugglers profit from due to regional variation in
commodity prices and product availability, buying
goods where they are cheap due to low taxes and
selling below the market price in countries where
import taxes make the product more expensive to buy
on the legal market. However, new actors have
entered the smuggling field, bypassing old
arrangements with border guards and local officials.
Human trafficking, international transit of narcotics,
increase of weapons smuggling along with the
sophisticated, often armed, criminal cartels and networks acquiring and transporting these “goods” have now joined
the traditional smuggling of consumer goods, fuel, oil, and food. Other new actors in the smuggling universe are armed
groups, including ISIS, both directly smuggling and benefitting from the smuggling activity of allies.
With its continued political, social, and economic unrest, Libya’s vast ungoverned and unguarded borders have
become a hub for the smuggling of nefarious goods throughout North Africa and a particularly egregious source of
insecurity for the region. Libya’s borders are at the heart of its security, with the southern border linking it to the rest
of Africa and its maritime border to Europe. Libya’s border forces and institutions are in disarray after the collapse of
the Gaddafi regime, and there is limited
information available about their status.
Reports from Tunisian smugglers indicate
many of the official border crossings are
imperfectly controlled by a number of militia
groups loosely allied with either the Tripoli- or
Tobruk-based governments. There is limited to
no coordination because the various militia
groups are in fierce competition over the
border zone and the rents which can be “taxed”
off of cross-border merchants. There has also
been a significant increase in the number of
violent extremists moving freely across borders
for the purpose of training and staging attacks
against others in the region, including the 2015
terrorist attacks on Bardo and Sousse in
Tunisia, the 2016 cross-border attack on the Tunisian border city of Ben Guerdane, and the growing terrorist challenge
in Egypt’s population centers tied to the movement of weapons and armed groups across its border with Libya.
Libya’s six neighboring countries share a common threat in Libya, but their border management systems differ
substantially in terms of capability, organization, effectiveness, and coordination. Over the last five years, all six
neighboring countries have invested in more troops, new or improved training, or new technology for border control,
or have evinced a desire to do so. Yet even for the most advanced, the Egyptian military, the sheer magnitude of the
border and the intensity of the threats that it faces means that those capabilities are not enough to address the growing
threat. It is clear that insecurity on the border will require an updated regional approach and significant improvement
on cooperation and coordination among Libya’s neighbors.

The Geographic, Demographic, and Economic Context
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Libya is the 17th largest country in the world with vast land borders totaling 2,696.13 miles, with an additional 1,099.83
miles of coastline long the Mediterranean Sea. 1 It shares land borders with six countries: Tunisia and Algeria to the
southwest, Chad, Sudan, and Niger to the south, and Egypt to the east. Despite its vast size, Libya is over 90 percent
desert and has a relatively small population of some 6.7 million, who primarily live in its three major coastal cities of
Benghazi, Misrata, and Tripoli. The remaining population largely reside in communities on or near the land borders. 2
With very little arable land available for agriculture, Libya’s economy
relies almost entirely on its vast oil and gas reserves in the Sirte, Murzuq, Kufra,
and Ghadames basins and the Cyrenaica Platform. While Libya has the largest
proven oil reserves in Africa and the ninth largest reserves in the world, the
disruption of production and exports after the revolution coupled with political
instability and a global decline in oil prices has left Libya’s economy struggling.
While oil production is back on the rise, it remains below pre-revolution levels,
and the oil fields continue to be a point of political contention. 3 With annual oil
revenues before the revolution averaging $32 billion per year, Libya has
significant potential to thrive economically once the political situation is
resolved. However, because the oil industry is nationalized, there is a lack of
job options outside the government, and most of the oil wealth has not reached
the general population. This means unemployment rates are high (over 17
percent in 2018), particularly among the youth (34 percent of males under 24
were unemployed in 2018), and living standards are relatively low for most of
the population. 4
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The Political Context
The 2011 Libyan Revolution led to the successful overthrow of Muammar Gaddafi’s regime, which had exerted brutal
authoritarian rule over Libya for more than forty years. In the years since, however, Libya has been plagued with
political instability, and the transition to democracy is in danger of being derailed completely. In the immediate
aftermath of the 2011 war, the National Transition Council, which provided the main leadership during the revolution,
acted as an interim government until elections could be held. Libya’s first free national elections took place in July 2012
and a 200-person General National Congress was elected by the Libyan people. In 2014, however, rival factions divided
the government between two separate parliaments, one in Tripoli (the General National Congress) and the other in
Tobruk (the House of Representatives), resulting in a political upheaval that led to the 2015 United Nations brokered
agreement to bring the factions together under the Government of National Accord. Although both parliaments initially
supported the GNA, the Tobruk House of Representatives withdrew its support in 2016, leaving Libya divided between
an official UN-backed government in Tripoli and a parallel governing structure in Tobruk.
The GNA, under the leadership of Prime Minister Fayez al-Sarraj, is recognized by the UN as the legitimate
government of Libya. However, the GNA struggles to exert any control outside of Tripoli and it has failed to unify the
country or provide stability or security. Meanwhile the House of Representatives in Tobruk continues to function as a
parallel governing body in the east of the country. Further complicating this division is the presence of the LNA. The
LNA was formed as the official military of Libya in 2011, and is primarily made up of individuals formally associated
with the Gaddafi-era military. However, in 2015, under the leadership of Khalifa Haftar, the LNA attempted a coup
against the General National Congress, and it was replaced as the official military of Libya by the Libyan Army when
the GNA was established in 2015. The LNA remains an intact military group, however, and has aligned itself with the
parallel “government” in Tobruk. It has successfully exerted control, often forcefully, over much of eastern Libya and
parts of southern Libya.
As of the writing of this report in September 2019, the LNA continues to conduct a violent offensive against
the government in Tripoli. This offensive started in April 2019, days before UN-sponsored talks were scheduled to take
place to discuss new interim power-sharing and security arrangements, as well as set a date for legislative and
presidential elections. The violence has turned back much of the progress made in Tripoli toward a political solution to
the country’s unrest, and with both sides relatively evenly matched, conflict will likely be protracted. The impact of this
conflict on the security of the borders is already being felt as many of the forces the GNA was able to commit to the
border with Tunisia have now been drawn into the fighting in Tripoli.
While the Libyan people, and some genuine political actors, crave stability and a return to every day normal,
it important to note that there are many in the country and in both governing sides who are benefiting from Libya’s
instability and chaos, spoiling attempts to reinstate effective national governance. The attack on Tripoli is a good
example. The lack of security on the borders in particular has allowed for an easier and therefore increased flow of
goods, weapons, narcotics, oil, and people, lining the pockets of both pro-GNA and pro-Haftar militias, as well as elites
on both sides and international actors.
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Land Border Dynamics
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LAND BORDER DYNAMICS
TUNISIA-LIBYA BORDER

Tunisia borders Libya to the northwest with a shared coastal border along the Mediterranean. There are two official
checkpoints on the Tunisia-Libya Border: Ras Ajdir border crossing (often referred to as Zuwara border crossing by
Libyans), which is located at the northern-most point along the border, 30 km (18.6 mi) from the smuggler-run town
of Ben Guerdane; and the Wazzin-Dehiba border crossing, which is located between the towns of Wazzin in Tunisia
and Dehiba in Libya further south on the border. 5
Despite holding parliamentary and presidential elections in 2014 that made Tunisia the heralded success story
of the Arab Spring in North Africa, Tunisia is a fragile democracy under strain, with significant backsliding in terms of
democratic politics. 6 The threat emanating from its shared maritime and land border with Libya is putting additional
strain on the country. Despite the formation of a National Unity Government, Tunisia suffers from a growing sense of
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socio-economic exclusion, particularly amongst its border
populations, and a weakened state authority hampered by
corruption. 7 Tunisia’s ability to address border issues is further
constrained by the lack of a political counterpart in Libya.
Tunisians interviewed by SCG characterize Tunisia as being
reluctant to form official political cross-border ties with the
Government of National Accord in Tripoli because the GNA is
seen as unstable, weak, and likely to fold in the near future,
despite it being the UN-backed official government. The country
now awaits an important presidential and parliamentary
election on October 6th, 2019, with one of two presidential
candidates currently imprisoned on tax evasion and moneylaundering charges, which he disputes.
Tunisia’s informal illicit economy accounts for almost
half of the national economy. In recent years this has fostered
polarization among business leaders who want to maintain
existing regulations on legal business and a new class of
entrepreneurs from the country’s marginalized regions who are
running businesses through the informal economy but want
regulations to change so that they can do business legally through the formal economy. The latter are backing violent
protests against central authorities. At the core of this entrenched conflict is the monopolization of key administrative
positions that control access to credit and the formal economy. This longstanding conflict between formal and informal
economic actors contributes to the spread and “democratization of corruption.” It also paralyzes reform, which in turn
reinforces regional inequalities stemming from discrimination against citizens from marginalized regions. 8

Border Communities on the Tunisia-Libya Border
The borderlands between Tunisia and Libya are sparsely populated
by nomadic and semi-nomadic groups who have inhabited the region
for centuries, if not longer. These communities are predominantly
Muslim and practice Sufism, a branch of Islam known for its social
tolerance. By practicing this less restrictive form of Islam, they are
inherently protected from external forces that contradict their
religion, including to some extent Islamic extremism. 9 However,
increasing economic marginalization has caused feelings of
desperation and hopelessness among young male members of these
communities, making them ideally vulnerable for recruitment by
jihadists.
Some of the main border communities located near the Ras
Ajdir border crossing are Zuwara, Zarzis, and Ben Guerdane. Zuwara on the Libyan side of the border is a port city
situated 102 km (63 mi) west of Tripoli and 60 km (37 mi) from the Tunisian border. Zarzis in southeastern Tunisia is
some 78 km (48 mi) from the crossing and has an economy based
on tourism, fishing, and agriculture. The local authorities have
developed a Park of Economic Activities to promote international
investment in Zarzis in an attempt to transition the population into
the legal economy. Ben Guerdane is a smuggler-run border town
that exists largely outside of Tunisian government control. It
specifically and openly relies on cross-border smuggling, including
contraband, with few alternative livelihoods available to its
residents. In Ben Guerdane, an estimated 70 percent of the
population depends either directly or indirectly on informal trade.
Communities located near the border crossing of Wazzin-Dehiba
are Nalut in Libya, some 54 km (33 mi) from the border, and
Tatouine in Tunisia, some 130 km (81 mi) from the border. Many
of these border communities have similar ethnic ties and longstanding cross-border economic relations. Border communities
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from Tunisia’s Tatouine and Libya’s J’farra regions, for example, have long used their historic proximity and, at times,
family connections to take advantage of the unchecked borders and existing national laws. 10

After Gaddafi’s attempt to integrate border communities into the security forces and the promise of citizenship,
“members of cross-border communities began to refer to themselves as having two or more national identities.” 11 This
multinational mentality is not exactly a new concept among the nomadic groups of North Africa and the Sahara, but
the standardization and regulation of national borders that resulted from Gaddafi’s regime forced those border
communities to seek citizenship in multiple states in order to facilitate movement across their widespread homeland.
Still, the borderlands of Libya are vast, porous, and therefore difficult to fully regulate, and many border communities
maintain their transient tradition in spite of past and current efforts to increase government authority over them and
their movement.
Communities on the border between Tunisia and Libya, have long been widely
dependent on unregulated cross-border movement and trade as their sole source of
income. Before the Arab Spring, both the Ben Ali regime in Tunisia and the Gaddafi regime
in Libya allowed for semi-regulated smuggling of non-nefarious goods such as food and
clothes over the border between the two countries. This was largely because there was
little alternative economic opportunity that these states could offer their border
communities but also because the border communities provided valuable intelligence to
the regimes that allowed for tight control over certain nefarious goods and people. The
smuggling of non-nefarious goods in these communities has long been considered simply
“trade,” and there are hierarchical systems and normative understandings between tribes
as to which groups “own” which routes or parts of the smuggling operation. For example,
“the Touazines typically play an intermediary and banking role for exile candidates, the
Nouaiels and Zouaris assume all wholesale functions, and the Ouerghemma (or Ouderna)
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specialize in convoys. At the bottom of this organizational structure are the drivers, known as Tayouts, and the
Khawattas or itinerary merchants.” 12

Tunisia’s Border Security

Tunisia’s security forces are only just regaining their balance after the tumult of the collapse of the Ben Ali regime.
“The unspoken accord in Tunisia between smugglers and border security agents that served as a de facto border
management system, kept the smuggling of dangerous goods in check, and provided valuable intelligence has
collapsed—and with it the eyes, ears, and supplemental income of the border agents.” 13 Since 2013, the Tunisian
government has struggled to build security along its border with Libya. Tunisia’s Border Security Strategy for 20172020 describes how Tunisia is taking measures to try to address the border. Despite capacity building efforts, the
smuggling in commodities, arms, and narcotics persists due to gaps in capacity, political will, and coordination among
Tunisian authorities with a border security mandate. The authorities are aware that many border communities are
dependent on smuggling for their livelihoods, and that any interruption in smuggling heightens the risk of discontent
and violence in border communities, prompting sometimes contradictory tactical efforts on border security issues.
The border between Libya and Tunisia was established only in 1980 in response to an armed attack.
Intelligence services were previously conducted by Berbers, shepherds, and traders. 14 On the Tunisian side, the
National Guard and Army control territory between Ras Ajdir and Wazzin. Tunisia’s southern desert is a militarized zone
of 160 hectares, within which only border populations and shepherds can live and move. Tunisia’s border with Libya is
a top security priority because the movement of weapons and terrorists pose a significant threat to Tunisia’s security
and stability. For example, in 2015 terrorists that were trained in Libya and armed with weapons sourced in Libya
massacred civilians in two terror attacks in Tunisia, first at the Bardo Museum in Tunis in March and later on a tourist
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beach in Sousse. Tunisians largely feel they are doing the work of two without a counterpart on the other side of the
border. 15

On the border with Libya, Tunisia has several ministries with roles in border security, including: 1)The Ministry
of Interior (MOI), which is responsible for all law enforcement in Tunisia and includes the National Guard, National
Police, and General Directorate for National Security; 2) The Ministry of Defense (MOD), which oversees the Tunisian
Armed Forces, comprised of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Air Defense; and 3) The Ministry of Finance (MOF), which
is responsible for all finance and tax affairs in Tunisia, and includes the General Directorate for Customs, which oversees
the movement of goods, both within the country and across the border, and combats cross-border smuggling.
Within these ministries, Tunisia’s law enforcement and military forces each have border security roles. The
Tunisian National Guard is a separate militarized police force within Tunisia that is independent of the Tunisian Armed
Forces. The primary responsibility of the National Guard is to protect the country’s borders, territorial waters, and
control crime in rural zones. Due to its role as a counterbalance to the Armed Forces, the National Guard serves both
as a defense force against external threats and as a security force against internal threats. Current estimates indicate
that the National Guard comprises of 22,000 members. The Tunisian National Police are perceived poorly within
Tunisian society due to corruption and displays of brutality in clashes with protestors. The Tunisian Armed Forces are
the smallest in the Arab world with 64,500 active personnel in a population of nearly 11 million. Due to its role during
the collapse of the Ben Ali regime, the armed forces enjoy a better reputation among Tunisia’s citizens than the National
Guard or the National Police.
The Armed Forces are underfunded and underequipped. Tensions exist between the forces as priorities have
shifted, notably the favored position of the National Police under the Ben Ali regime. The ISIS attack in the Tunisian
town of Ben Guerdane in March 2016 exposed gaps in coordination among the security forces and prompted the
security agencies to cooperate more closely. 16 The National Guard largely oversees control of Tunisia’s southern region,
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including the border with Libya, but it is worth noting that there is a conflict between the MOD and MOI over who
should control the south. 17
A number of significant initiatives have been undertaken by the international community to help Tunisia
improve its capacity to secure the border with Libya. These include, for example: 1) The United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime, which focuses on the MOI and supports the border police with technical risk assessment skills. 2) The
German government has a significant presence on border security assistance programs. Germany chairs Tunisia’s G7+
Border Security Working Group and has provided support for Tunisian border security through mobile solutions, with
the Jendouba Governorate being an example of German-supported programming on the border. 3) The United States
provides border security support, including through a fixed radar system and by providing marine radar. 4) The United
States and Germany are funding a surveillance system along the Tunisian-Libyan border, with a U.S. commitment of
$20 million. 18 5) The Italian and Spanish governments are providing trainings for Tunisia’s Coast Guard. And 6) The
Canadian government is providing tactical training with tier-two tactical officers for the Tunisian Navy and Coast
Guard. 19
One of the major international projects to help shore up Tunisia’s ability to stop illegal border crossings is the
construction of a border ditch or moat that was built with the assistance of the United States and the German
government. However, individuals involved in smuggling told SCG that they have easily evaded these efforts, by digging
holes under the ditch to run gas lines to the other side or dumping bales of hay into the moat where it is not too deep
and simply driving across.

EGYPT-LIBYA BORDER
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The Egyptian-Libyan border is over 756 miles of rough, mountainous regions and plateaus and desert terrain marked
by sifting sand dunes and limited access to water. Although this geography allows for high visibility, the sheer length
and remoteness of the border is an asset to smugglers as well as insurgents and other nefarious actors, who can easily
move back and forth across the border without being detected. Its sheer size makes it impossible to monitor the full
length of the border, despite the large number of troops the Egyptian government has deployed along the western
border. There is one official border crossing between the countries and many unofficial crossing points.
The el-Salloum/Emsaed Border Crossing spans the towns of Musaid in Libya and el-Salloum in Egypt and is
considered the only official crossing between both countries. This border crossing experiences a high volume of traffic
(both pedestrian and vehicular), including migrants, refugees, and other travelers. Given its geographic location and
proximity to the ocean, this crossing is also a key area for smuggling.
The small town of Musaid, Libya
traditionally depended on trade between Egypt
and Libya. It was the site of heavy fighting during
the brief Libyan–Egyptian War of 1977. This war,
the break-off of Libyan-Egyptian diplomatic
relations, and the resultant trade embargo with
Egypt, led to the growth of smuggling across the
border—aided by close tribal ties spanning the
border—which has remained ever since. Salloum
(Sallum/ Sollum) is a village in Egypt, near the
Mediterranean Sea, east of the border with Libya,
and around 145 km (90 mi) from Tobruk. Salloum
is mainly a Bedouin community. It has little if any
tourist activity or organized historical curiosities,
although it serves as a regional trading center.
A second unofficial but nonetheless
heavily used crossing by smugglers is the route
between Jagboub Oasis in Libya and the Siwa
Oasis in Egypt’s southwest. This route is favored
by smugglers using 4x4 vehicles and pickup trucks.
Land crossings between Libya and Egypt are
particularly dangerous because of the minefields,
some dating back to World War II, the scarcity of
resources (e.g., hospitals or clinics), and the
scarcity of food and water. However, because
these same conditions also impact the mobility of Egyptian forces, smugglers are willing to take this route and the risks
that come with it.
Egypt has attempted to address the politics of the spillover of the Libyan conflict along its borders, participating
in regional and international conferences on Libya, and in some cases, seeking political cooperation. In April 2013, the
Egyptian and Libyan governments signed a military cooperation agreement in the areas of joint military training, illegal
immigration, illegal fishing operations, and drug trafficking. Unfortunately, those steps are far overshadowed by Egypt’s
broader Libya policy. Egypt, like the UAE, supports the Libyan National Army, led by Khalifa Haftar, and has continued
to do so, even as Haftar’s troops have waged a fierce campaign to oust Libya’s UN-recognized government. Egypt
understands the Libyan conflict next door is a direct threat to its own security. However, by supporting Haftar in a bid
to limit the rise of extremist Islamist groups in Libya, it is undermining UN efforts to bring about a ceasefire and unify
the Libyan government, which if Haftar’s efforts are unsuccessful, could seriously restrict Egypt’s ability to influence
any post-conflict settlement and future efforts to manage threats across its shared border with Libya.
A range of severe economic challenges means that Egypt cannot simply throw money at the border problem.
Weak growth and limited foreign exchange earnings have left the Egyptian government reliant on extensive borrowing
for deficit finance. At the same time, Egypt recognizes opportunities for improved economic relations with Libya and
has taken some positive steps. For example, Egypt has worked with Libya to develop alternative livelihoods along their
shared border regions. In May 2013, the two countries, along with Sudan, agreed to the establishment of free trade
zones along their shared border area. This agreement includes provisions to improve transportation and energy
infrastructure and to facilitate the cross-border passage of goods and people.
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Border Communities on the Egypt-Libya Border
The communities along Egypt’s western border are critical to solving its border crisis. They are also the most
impoverished. Poverty rates in Egypt’s border regions exceed 50 percent. 20 Many members of traditional Bedouin
communities have long smuggled goods across the desert for their livelihood. At times, and with mixed success, the
Egyptian government has sought to bring those communities within its fold by offering military-sponsored construction
and security projects to those communities. Despite these efforts, smuggling still constitutes one-third of the incomes
for inhabitants of the border regions. 21 A weak labor market, high male youth unemployment, the lack of resources,
decline of tourism, poor educational opportunities, and scarce agricultural land contribute to the harsh economic
realities of the desert borderlands.
When he was Defense Minister, al-Sisi met with Bedouin tribal leaders on multiple occasions to collect weapons
in exchange for reexamining court cases against tribesmen. Many of those cases were subsequently dropped. In
exchange for increased cooperation on border security, the government also paid restitution to Bedouin families whose
children were killed in the security crackdown following Morsi’s ouster. As a result, many Bedouin did coordinate more
closely with military intelligence. However, over time this cooperation has been limited in scope and has not wholly
addressed trafficking and smuggling of materials along the border. For example, Bedouin tribes are by and large not
well integrated into Egypt’s border security service.
More broadly, traditional communities across Egypt, particularly along its borders, have complained that the
government does not respond to their grievances, fails to provide feasible alternative livelihoods, and frequently treats
them as though they are the security problem—further driving a wedge between those communities and their
government.

Egypt’s Border Security
Despite deployed thousands of troops to
its western border, along with military
helicopters, fighter jets, and several
landmines, Egypt’s border with Libya
lacks sufficient border guards to
intercept smugglers and traffickers. The
inhospitable and treacherous nature of
the western desert terrain makes ground
surveillance by mobile or stationary
military units hazardous without the
timely provisioning of reinforcements
and supplies. Border monitoring is
usually conducted by Egyptian Border
Guards, which are lightly armed
paramilitary troops that operate out of
oases in the Western Desert. 22 On the
Libyan side of the border, border guards
assigned by the Libyan Ministry of
Interior to the border post continue to
collect their paychecks without reporting
for duty. To prevent the inflow of
weapons from Libya after 2011, the
Egyptian air force began conducting
surveillance operations in the border
area, reportedly destroying convoys
loaded with arms. 23 However, the high
cost of air surveillance has made it
difficult to sustain. Although the Matrouh
Governorate, which extends from
Salloum in the West to Alexandria in the east and south to the Siwa Oasis, is the most tightly controlled border in Egypt
apart from the Sinai, Egypt’s security agencies have had to rely on local Bedouin tribes to help monitor the border. 24
Even with this assistance, and intermittent air surveillance, there are not enough resources to cover the wide expanse
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of territory. Geographical and security challenges, as well as an already stretched budget present severe challenges
for the Egyptian government.

Egypt’s Border Security Challenges
Since the fall of Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, massive arms stockpiles have continued to fall into the hands of militias,
including groups with ties to Al-Qaeda and ISIS, and to cross from Libya into Egypt, further fueling conflict in Egypt’s
Sinai Peninsula. 25 Weapons seized by Egyptian security forces include automatic and semi-automatic rifles, pistols,
machine guns, sniper rifles, grenades, mortar guns, RPGs, cross-city missiles, ground-to-ground missiles, anti-aircraft
missiles, high-tech rockets, bombs and rocket launchers (some of which are installed on the tops of pickup trucks and
cars). 26 Although weapons present the greatest concern, trafficking across the borders includes everything from
dangerous munitions to economic goods. In September 2017, Egypt’s Air Force struck 10 vehicles attempting to carry
arms, munitions, and contraband (primarily cigarettes) across the border. Several months later, the Egyptian military
reported the seizure of two million illegal pills, which 20 Egyptian men had attempted to smuggle into the country
through the Salloum border crossing with Libya.
The porous border between Egypt and Libya has also contributed to increased numbers of attacks in recent
years, as radical Egyptian groups have joined with Libyan groups operating in the same areas to lead combined attacks,
including the 2012 assault on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, as well as attacks on military checkpoints on both sides
of Egypt’s eastern border. Attacks on the towns of al-Farafra, al-Wahat, Marsa Matrouh and al-Naqab, all occurred
between July 2015 and January 2017.

LIBYA’S SOUTHERN BORDER

While not the focus of this report, the importance of Libya’s southern border to border security cannot be
overemphasized. There are only two official border crossings on Libya’s southern border (see Map 5): Tumu and Tin
el Koum. Tumu, which is a border checkpoint between Libya and Niger, is a basic outpost manned by only a few border
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guards and is frequently closed, forcing travelers from Nigeria to report their entry at the closest Libyan town in Qatrun,
which is some 350 km (190 mi) away. Tin el Koum, on the border with Alegria, is located near Ghat in Libya and has
been controlled by Tuareg militias since the Libyan revolution.
The lack of official border crossings is
indicative of the broader problem that Libya has
little to no capacity on the southern border,
despite the fact that a large percentage of the
nefarious goods and actors entering the country
do so through these ungoverned areas.
Effectively managing this southern border will
require coordination with neighbors like Niger,
Chad, and Sudan. Niger has the most capabilities
for securing the border but lacks capacity. 27
There is limited international attention paid to
improving capacity on the southern border, aside
from some French involvement and an Italian
project called “A Plan for Peace, Stability, and
Security in the South of Libya” which focuses on
illegal immigration, illicit trafficking, and
terrorism, and includes a tribal reconciliation
program. 28
Libya’s southern border is home to a number of nomadic and semi nomadic tribal communities that “typically
represent more than a single nationality, reflecting the fact that their territories straddle artificial borders drawn across
the Sahara by colonial powers.” 29 These nomadic border communities are often unified by shared “structural tribal
identity, customary law, cultural norms, and tribal and kinship connections.” 30 For example: the Awlad Suleiman found
primarily in Sebha; the Beri (i.e. Zaghawa/ Zakhawa) found in northern Sudan, Chad, and Libya; the Zuwaran Arab,
also found along the Sudan-Libya border; and the Tuareg, who inhabit areas of Mali, Algeria, Niger, Mauritania, and
southwest Libya, predominantly in Ubari, Ghat, and Ghadames.
One of the most notable tribes on the southern border are the Toubou (i.e. Tebu/ Tubu / Teda/ Daza). The
Toubou inhabit areas of northern Chad, the Tibesti mountains, eastern Nigeria, and in Libya, primarily in Kufra,
southwest Murzuq, and in the valley reaching Sabha and across the Libyan-Nigerian border. The Toubou’s western
border with the Tuareg is demarcated by the Ténéré desert. 31 The Toubou are unevenly subdivided in two groups: the
Teda, the larger group in Libya, and the Daza. 32 During the Gaddafi regime, the Toubou were granted citizenship,
encouraged to join the security forces, and provided with jobs and services in Libya. After the 2011 revolution, factions
of the Toubou vied for control of strategic areas in the south, including oilfields and gold mines, 33 but it is interesting
to note that the Toubou have not clearly aligned with the Tobruk or Tripoli based governments.

Libyan Tubu forces and their leaders…loyalties follow a certain logic. One key to understanding
Tubu allegiances within Libya is their quest for international recognition. In 2014-15, many Tubu
military and political leaders appeared to [favor] the Tobruk-based House of Representatives
(HoR), some of whose members were Tubu. In so doing, they indirectly aligned themselves with
Khalifa Hafter’s self-proclaimed Libyan National Army (LNA)…. Tubu support for the body appears
to have been motivated by the fact that the Tobruk Parliament benefitted from United States and
EU recognition. In early 2016, however, international recognition shifted to the Tripoli-based
Government of National Accord (GNA)…. Tubu support soon followed suit, even though the GNA
lacked representation in southern Libya. 34
Like many of the other southern border communities, the Toubou are largely autonomous and rely on customary law,
which is “well written, organized, and enforced by the tribal authorities,” before Libyan law. 35
Across the vast southern border lands of Libya, these border communities are the de facto government and
the de facto security apparatus, controlling cross-border movement and trade (in favor of their communities’
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interests). 36 “In some areas where the state control is weak or absent…the [border] communities have formed armed
groups and collect taxes from traders who ply the trading routes. In so doing, they not only assert a continuity of a
control by or on behalf of a particular community, but they also prevent external actors – including states, foreign
armies, rival armed groups, and bandits – from controlling the routes.” 37
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BORDER THREATS AND CHALLENGES
The collapse of Muammar Gaddafi’s regime in 2011 reinvigorated the movement of goods and people along centuriesold routes linking the Maghreb to the Sahel and points further south and via maritime routes linking the African
Continent to Europe. Weapons smuggling—both of small arms and more advanced weaponry such as MANPADs—was
driven in part by Libyans seeking to barter guns and ammunition for food, basic goods, and transportation in the
aftermath of the regime’s collapse. Increased access to weapons in turn provided a ready arsenal for terrorist groups,
who pose a growing threat throughout the region, radicalizing, recruiting, and training in areas where state capacity is
weak. These groups move people, arms, and materiel along these same routes, exploiting gaps and vulnerabilities that
smugglers have opened in the region’s borders. Drug smuggling has also expanded, and narcotics are moved along
the Mediterranean coast and through the region’s porous borders, sparking a growing public health crisis and fueling
the development of robust drug trafficking organizations. Prior to the Arab Spring, smuggling was tightly controlled by
the region’s governments, but the collapse of state authority, particularly in Libya, has fueled its expansion—into new
products, managed by new entrants, and exploited by new actors. Regional governments are deeply concerned by
these ominous developments.

SMUGGLING
Smuggling is both a long-standing border security
challenge and a new threat. The growth of commodity,
arms, and narcotics smuggling and human trafficking
since 2011 has encouraged new entrants into this
lucrative enterprise across the Maghreb and into the
Sahel. In Libya it has fueled the emergence of a lucrative
shadow economy based on smuggling of both licit and
illicit goods, foreign currency exchange scams, and
extortion. The result has been a booming illicit economy
while the licit economy remains depressed. 38
According to the General Director of the Tunisian
National Organization for Fighting Corruption, 52 percent
of Libya’s economy is informal. 39 Although there are no
like economic figures for the Libyan economy, it is estimated that Tunisia loses almost half of its GDP through
smuggling. 40 For many of Libya’s youth, “smuggling is the only lifestyle they know.” 41 With little opportunity for legal
employment, youth are drawn to the illicit economy by the promise of fast profit, despite the risks. Most of the networks
are family-related and stretch into the security services, including the police, military, and customs. The lack of state
authority—or the complicity of its remnants—has enabled smuggling to surpass licit cross-border trade. Interviews
conducted with smugglers—and their local “facilitators”—in the Tunisia-Libya border region of Ras Ajdir, suggest that
there are at least ten families who control the local economy along the Tunisian-Libyan border (see chart below).
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The smugglers are strictly organized and
have a well-defined hierarchy. At the top are
bosses who control key warehouses or belong to
business cartels. Along the Libyan border with
Tunisia, these cartels are largely tribal and are
centered around the major crossing points in Ben
Guerdane and Dehiba. At the bottom of the
pyramid are the paid drivers (chauffeurs) and the
“contract” drivers, who provide their own car. At
the very bottom are the youth who monitor and
report on the movement of the security forces. 42
Further south, tribal control of smuggling
in Libya has shifted since the revolution. During the
revolution, the Toubou established control of the
southern Libyan border and the major oil fields in
the region, particularly the El-Feel and al Sharara
oil fields located in Tuareg strongholds. 43 Violent
clashes subsequently shifted control around the oil fields back to the Tuareg, although the Toubou smugglers control
of most of the smuggling routes between Libya and Chad and Niger. 44 There are also longstanding trade connections
between central-east and south-east Algeria and western Libya. Under Qaddafi’s regime, luxury goods, semolina and
cooking oil were smuggled from Algeria, whereas electronics, vehicles, vehicle parts, and weapons crossed the border
from Libya to Algeria. 45 After the revolution, many of these patterns shifted, as fuel and food shortages in Libya
increased demand for these commodities.

Commodity smuggling in the region is longstanding. Before the collapse of the Qaddafi regime, most smuggled
goods from Tunisia consisted of foodstuffs, particularly subsidized foods. After the revolution, this trade has continued
but on a larger scale. Much of this trade occurs in full view of the authorities. During visits to Ben Guerdane and Ras
Ajdir, commodities were openly displayed in stalls, warehouses, and shops, featuring food, as well as clothes and
appliances smuggled from Libya. Much of the smuggled goods transit through formal POEs using a range of innovative
mechanisms to escape detection. For example, internet cables are cut to prevent reporting or communications, power
supply to scanners is cut to prevent detection, and officials’ cars are often employed to transit goods and escape search
and detection. 46 Another noteworthy innovation involves “red herrings”—packing weapons in fish to evade police dogs
who were employed in response to repeated power line disruptions to the scanners. 47
Libya has also served as a long-standing source of smuggled fuel, with annual revenues estimated to be $2
billion. 48 Along the road linking Ben Guerdane to the border crossing at Ras Ajdir, hundreds of stalls line the road selling
fuel smuggled from Libya. Some feature a few plastic or metal containers, whereas others offer siphoned gas from a
drum. Near Zarzis, gasoline stations even offer smuggled fuel alongside legal gasoline from their pumps. Roads in the
region feature heavy traffic by gas tankers with Libyan plates but few if any security vehicles and no traffic stops.
Drug smuggling has also grown, driven by the growth in production of synthetic opiates. 49 The drug smuggling
networks along the borders are structured in a similar way to other smuggling enterprises with the notable difference
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that these organizations tend to be armed and more willing to clash with security forces to protect and move their
goods. 50 Drug smuggling is centered in the Fezzan region of Libya, at Sabha, with routes through Libya’s southern
borders controlled by the Toubou and Tuareg. Hashish sourced in Morocco is transported to the Libyan coastal city of
Tobruk and then onto Egypt, before transport to the Balkans for distribution in Europe. 51 Although information about
smuggling along the Libyan-Egyptian border is scant and difficult to verify, interviews suggest that the militarization of
Egypt’s eastern border zone has shifted the flow of drugs in favor of maritime routes by speedboat. Border closures
and increased patrols by Algerian security services along the Libyan border has similarly resulted in shifting smuggling
patterns to and from Libya. 52 In 2017, for example, Italy seized 37 tons of Captagon and Tramadol destined for Libya. 53
Tramadol sourced by 262 companies in India transits Libya for consumption by armed groups throughout the Sahel,
particularly in Chad and for transport to the Arabian Peninsula. 54
Gold smuggling has grown following the
discovery of deposits along the Libyan border with
Chad in 2013. The main hub of the informal gold
industry is found in Murzuq, and the smuggling of
gold is controlled by the Toubou in both Libya and
Chad. Gold mining is entirely controlled by the local
miners and their bosses; there is no Libyan
government oversight or control of the prospecting
or the revenues from the mines. 55
Libya’s deep economic recession has
caused cash shortages, severe inflation, and
soaring black market exchange rates. 56 The
restricted access in Libya to U.S. dollars, the
currency of choice for the region’s smugglers, has
also impacted smuggling patterns and currency
exchange scams. In lieu of dollars, Libyans have
bartered
4x4
vehicles,
weapons,
and
ammunition. 57 Interviews with the head of a Libyan
currency exchange cartel suggests that currency
exchange scams are further encouraged by rules
limiting Libyan citizens to legal foreign currency
exchange limits of 300 Libyan Dinar at a time and
only through the Central Bank of Libya. These restrictions have promoted a burgeoning foreign currency black market. 58
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Map 10, below, depicts several smuggling routes through Libya for weapons, narcotics, alcohol, tabaco,
currency, pharmaceutical drugs, natural gas and oil, food, electrical appliances, archeological artifacts, and precious
metals that SCG was told about during interviews but that have not been confirmed.

MIGRATION AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Human smuggling is a highly lucrative industry that generates an estimated 1-1.5 billion U.S. dollars annually. 59 It is
also highly profitable for smugglers who travel the routes, enabling them to earn salaries four times the amount of a
government bureaucrat or policeman.
Most illegal migrants enter Libya through Niger and Chad and transit to Sebha, the main hub for human
trafficking in Libya, before moving toward the Mediterranean coast. The Toubou control the route from Niger to Sebha,
whereas the Tuareg control the route along the Libyan-Algerian border. The route from Sebha to Shweref is controlled
by the Margarha.
Libya’s border with Niger is the most porous, with few if any border controls or functioning checkpoints. 60
Much of the trafficking and smuggling of people into Libya has increasingly funneled through this route as both Algeria
and Chad have closed borders and increased patrols, albeit sporadically. Human smuggling and trafficking from Niger
originate in Agadez, although people traveling these routes originate from Niger, Nigeria, Chad, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Somalia, Sudan and other Sub-Saharan countries. However, as security conditions in Libya have worsened, those who
have a choice have selected routes through Egypt or Algeria. Egypt’s routes are safer, 61 and Algeria is known to have
a better social services network should the smuggling convoy be intercepted by the Algerian security services. 62
People crossing Libya’s eastern border originate from Eritrea and Pakistan, transiting Libya to reach points in
Europe. 63 Most originating from Eritrea cross into Libya from Sudan, a route that has become more travelled as Egypt
has tightened access to their preferred embarkation point in Alexandria. Routes through Libya are controlled by militia,
and many individuals are captured and trafficked, sold by the Toubou tribe to the Tuareg, and then on to militias
further north. 64
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Despite the serious risks, desperation combined with the lure of opportunity continue to fuel demand. Many
chose to take the difficult route, believing human traffickers who actively spread false information about jobs available
in Libya. Once they arrive, many are captured and sold into sex or labor trafficking. 65 Migrants from Bangladesh and
Pakistan use falsified Libyan work permits to enter Libya. In response, Libya stopped issuing work permits, increasing
the demand for smuggler services. 66 Increasingly, Libyan citizens are also joining the outflow from Libya as economic
and security conditions worsen.
The Center for Combatting Illegal Migration is
responsible for overseeing Libya’s detention centers, but only six
or seven of the known 53 official centers are operational. Further
centers may be operational, but not under direct government
control. These additional centers are controlled by militias. 67
Interviews have confirmed that sex trafficking, slavery, and
significant abuse of women and children are taking place at these
centers. Despite rampant abuse, centers remain operational
because militias controlling these centers are funded by the
Libyan MOI. Many operate out of
run-down buildings, with little or no
basic facilities. Libya’s Illegal
Immigration Agency in the MOI,
was taking steps to shut down
these centers and had successfully
closed 26 centers at the time of writing (October, 2018). 68 In some cases, “closed”
centers remain operational on paper as corrupt officials abet the flow of funds to militias
charged with their operations. 69
There are some 3,000 migrants held in detention centers in Tripoli, and as the
violence in Tripoli has escalated in 2019, many have undertaken the dangerous journey to Europe to escape it. Some
reach Europe, others are captured by maritime patrols, and many do not survive the crossing. Those that get caught
by the Libyan Coast Guard continue to be returned to Tripolitan detainment centers where they face violence, appalling
conditions, and even death from shelling or starvation.

TERRORISTS AND (RETURNING) FOREIGN FIGHTERS
In the aftermath of the collapse of the Qaddafi’s regime in 2011, Libya transitioned from a point of transit for armed
groups across the region to a base of operations. Libya’s panoply of armed groups is remarkably difficult to map and
categorize, and allegiances are constantly shifting. There are also complicated ties between Libya’s militias and terrorist
groups. Nonetheless, this shift is an ominous one, with far reaching security implications for Libya’s neighbors across
its land and maritime borders.
Tunisia has been directly impacted by the collapse of state authority in Libya. Libya was initially a corridor for
terrorist fighters and resources between Tunisia and Syria. Libya’s porous border created a pathway for Tunisians to
bypass restrictions to travel to Syria. However, the collapse of state authority in Libya created a training ground for
outgoing Tunisian foreign fighters, and Libya emerged as a destination for Tunisian foreign fighters, not merely a
corridor. 70 According to Habib Sayah,

From the Islamic State’s core territory, de-territorialized Tunisian fighters saw an opportunity to
reconnect with their homeland in engaging in competition with al-Qaeda for the control of Ansar
al-Shariah in Tunisia’s legacy networks in Tunisia. During this whole period, neighboring Libya
played an important role as a line of flight or a foreign fighter corridor between Tunisia and
Islamic State’s core territory, until the center of gravity of the Tunisian jihadi system shifted
towards conflict-affected Libya when it became the host of three Islamic State provinces. 71
Although the 2016 Ben Guerdane attack was locally planned and carried out, individuals behind the attack,
especially Muftah Manita, were involved in cross-border smuggling with Libya. Weapons used during the attack were
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linked to Libya and are among the goods that were smuggled by Muftah Manita’s cartel. Furthermore, individuals
behind the Ben Guerdane attack, who were affiliated with the Islamic State, were connected to networks of Tunisian
Islamic State operatives based in Libya. At the time of the Ben Guerdane attack, Sirte was under the Islamic State’s
control, and Sabratha hosted a large training compound that was run by Tunisian Islamic State affiliates who used it
to train for and plan attacks on Tunisian soil. The Ben Guerdane attack follows earlier attacks at Bardo and Sousse
which were also conducted using arms sourced from Libya. 72
Of particular concern is the production of false passports, enabling Tunisian foreign fighters to return to Tunisia
from Libya through formal Ports of Entry, thereby avoiding arrest. A passport printing machine recently discovered in
Misrata, Libya was allegedly being used to print false passports for returning foreign fighters and smugglers using
legitimate passport numbers of deceased Libyan and Tunisian citizens. 73 Similarly, a detention center in Zintan is
reportedly being used to bring paid fighters from elsewhere in Africa into Libya to join extremist groups in the South.
There is an airport that has been opened near Zintan, specifically to take planes of illegal African immigrants back to
their home countries. A corrupt official in the Libyan MOI has been facilitating a mechanism whereby the planes, once
they have returned the illegal immigrants to their countries, are then refilled with men from these countries before
returning to Libya where they serve as paid mercenaries for extremist groups and some militias operating in Libya. 74
In the East, the Egyptian government is also deeply concerned about the terrorist threat from Libya, which in
part explains its support of Haftar and the LNA as a means of buttressing its control of cross-border movement from
Libya. There is also a deep militarized zone to further limit cross-border movement from Libya into Egypt.
In addition to the three training and recruitment centers near Tunisia’s border, in Libya’s East, the port city of
Derna emerged as a center for violent extremist groups, under Islamic State control. Declared an “off-shoot” caliphate,
Derna serves as the main transit point for North Africa fighters transiting Turkey for Syria. Most depart Derna on small
boats en route to Turkey. Suicide attacks within Libya, notably in Benghazi, have reportedly been sourced from these
ISIS centers. In 2018, ISIS allegedly appointed two “emirs,” both foreign nationals, to oversee operations along both
of Libya’s main borders. A Tunisian known as Abu Talha, who serves as the ‘Emir of Tripoli’, controls the group’s
western operations, and Abu al-Baraa el-Azdi, a Yemeni national, controls the group’s eastern operations centered in
the town of Derna. 75 ISIS has reportedly capitalized on the recent fighting in and around Tripoli, launching 25 attacks
in Libya in the past year. 76
In the South, a major point of concern has been the possible jihadist infiltration among the Toubou, who have
cast themselves as a bulwark against the establishment of a terrorist base of operations in the south. Although state
absence and severe marginalization of local communities in the south suggests the region is ripe for terrorist
recruitment, among the Toubou and Tuareg, community resilience has reportedly kept those numbers remarkably
low. 77

MILITIAS
Adding to the complexity of the threat, Libya’s militias in some instances fill the vacuum left by the collapse of state
authority, and in others exploit this vacuum to expand their control of smuggling routes and profits. Some are also
affiliated with terrorist groups. In the recent violence in Tripoli, for example, militias supporting the internationallybacked GNA government also appear to have ties to terrorist groups like al-Qaeda and ISIS. During the fighting in May
2019, U.S. intelligence reports suggest that ISIS fighters attacked Haftar’s forces in the south of Libya to hinder the
LNA’s advances on Tripoli. 78
The GNA exerts no control over the land border between Tunisia and Libya. In instances where this seems
(or is claimed) to be the case, militias have infiltrated the government and have their own proxies acting in official
positions with the benefit to their region (or tribe or militia) being prioritized before the GNA in all decisions. Starting
at the Northern-most point at the official Ras Ajdir land-border crossing (including within the official posts in the
government agencies) southward by about 10-15 km (~6-9 mi), the Zuwara militias have control. From 10-15 km (~69 mi) south of Ras Ajdir for around 125-150 km (~78-93 mi), the Zintan militias have control, including over the official
border crossing point at Wazzin-Dehiba. From there south, the Nalut militias control around 75-100 km (~46-62 mi),
and then the final 200-250 km (~124-155 mi) is an area where Zintan militias are currently actively fighting against alQaeda-affiliated Tuareg Islamist militias (see Map 8). 79
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Interviews further confirm that militia infiltration and influence is a major challenge for the government. Militias
have managed to embed their members across the GNA, particularly in the MOI, and exert control over officials through
the threat or use of force. Even in agencies where there are relatively limited numbers of militia members holding key
positions, such as the immigration agency’s central headquarters, the tribal affiliations of most of the officials is
problematic. Given the dire state of the job market and economy in Libya, there is a general expectation that it is the
duty of anyone with a job to take care of their tribe or town first. This often translates into policies and contracts being
made to benefit whichever group the official is affiliated with, rather than being based on procurement guidelines that
benefit the state as a whole.
A major challenge for the MOI’s immigration agency is the 18 government-administered immigration
(detention) centers outside of Tripoli. The official staff of the agency run the internal administration of these 18
detention centers, but the militias have claimed complete control of the external security of the actual buildings and
compounds in return for a monthly stipend from the MOI. When the agency has attempted to take back the security
of these compounds and force the militias to leave, the militias have retaliated by orchestrating armed attacks against
the centers, setting the centers on fire, or kidnapping the administrative staff. Since 2012, the immigration agency
alone has experienced 143 staff kidnappings. In order to free the kidnapped immigration agents, the agency has had
to negotiate with local authorities to pay ransom to the militia, and/or create something akin to an official contract
between the MOI and the chief of the militia, granting the militia a monthly stipend for providing “protection” to the
detention center. 80
Compounding this issue is the fact that the government often fails to pay their staff salaries. Delayed salary
payments often lead, in turn, to the official immigration staff seeking alternative access to money, often through the
militias. This has contributed to the already dire human rights abuses taking place throughout the detention centers
across Libya. For example, official staff have been involved in selling African migrants detained in these centers to
militias as soldiers (although in some cases the migrants themselves choose to fight for the militias in order to collect
money to pay for passage to Europe). Another example involves staff pressuring detainees to provide their families’
contact information. The staff then demand that money be sent from the families in order to liberate the detainee,
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threatening that if they do not send the money, the detainee will be sold to a militia. Finally, some staff have sold data
about the detention centers in order to help a militia facilitate an attack, often with the goal of kidnapping the detainees
inside to be soldiers for the militia. 81
Border security, or rather the lack thereof, contributes directly to the government’s inability to pay salaries.
The vast majority, if not all, of the taxes collected at official land border crossings never reach Tripoli. Instead, the
agents, who are often directly affiliated with a militia, collect the tax money for their militia. In other instances, militias
who are in de facto control of those official border crossings will coerce the government agents into paying them
substantial percentages of the taxes collected. 82
For example, in the cases of the Ras Ajdir and Wazzin-Dehiba crossings on the Tunisian border, it is the
Zuwaran and Nalut militias, respectively, that have control over the border crossings and their revenues. Ras Ajdir is
primarily controlled by three militias from Zuwara, and Wazzin is primarily controlled by one militia from Nalut. This
money then goes to the municipal governments, to the militias, or (less frequently) to pay for the loyalty of small towns
nearby; thus, very little official tax revenue from land borders reaches Tripoli. 83
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Libya’s Border
Management Capacity
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LIBYA’S BORDER MANAGEMENT CAPACITY
Before the revolution, Libya’s Internal Security Organization and the police were responsible for Libya’s internal security
and the armed forces, in conjunction with Gaddafi’s “External Security Service,” were responsible for its external
security. Military and internal security forces, including border forces, were technically under direct civilian control
through the Jamahiriya, or “sovereignty of the masses” system. In practice, however, Gaddafi allowed his inner circle
of elites to wield complete control. 84

At the start of the uprising, unclassified sources estimated that the 50,000-man Libyan Army
included 25,000 poorly trained conscripts and constituted the bulk of Libya’s 76,000 active forces.
The 40,000 strong People’s Militia, a paramilitary organization, was sometimes included as part
of the army but was really an additional and autonomous defense institution. The Libyan army
seemed to lack anything approaching an effective and well-trained reserve system and was
deliberately weakened by Qaddafi, who did not trust in its loyalty, particularly after an attempted
military coup in 1969.85
The security forces were deliberately siloed and largely operated outside the law. Arbitrary detentions, secret arrests,
and inhumane detention conditions were commonplace and used as tactics to quell political dissidence.
The regime’s key internal security tool was its pervasive and brutal intelligence networks, which permeated
every aspect of Libyan life. These were used to gather surveillance data on the private lives of Libyan citizens and to
quell dissent or even perceived dissent. This system extended to the borders. Vast networks of informants within border
communities were used to control who and what crossed in and out of Libya. As a further measure of control,
intelligence operatives surveilled the informants. Internal security measures served as a political tool for control and
regime protection, rather than as a security mechanism to protect Libya’s people. 86
Former-intelligence officials explained to SCG that there was no “intelligence” department under Gaddafi per
se, but rather multiple intelligence services that were siloed from one another but present in every part of the
government, the cities and towns, and the military and security forces. Those that were chosen to work in intelligence
were usually candidates drawn from the security and defense academies who then underwent their intelligence training
primarily abroad in allied countries like Egypt. While there appears to have been intelligence operatives in every
government agency and almost every town in the country, SCG was told that intelligence officials were organized more
centrally by regional branches, such as the “Derna Branch” or the “Benghazi Branch.” 87
There are currently (as of September 2019) three Libyan land border crossing points that are still technically
operating under the Government of National Accord. 88 Two are located on the Tunisian border at Ras Ajdir and WazzinDehiba and the third is located on the Salloum border crossing with Egypt. While the eastern border is largely covered
by the LNA, the Libyan Customs Administration has officials at Salloum on the eastern border. This post is, however,
locally managed and SCG was told the guards are partial to the Tobruk “government.” While customs do have a wider
presence on the borders beyond those closest to Tripoli, the agency follows a “soft approach,” often diverting official
customs taxes to the heads of local militia. Border posts in other areas, particularly on the Niger and Algeria border,
are reportedly completely unmanned by the GNA’s official forces, though one official told SCG that they are sometimes
run by militias who use them to collect “tolls” from travelers entering Libya through the southern border.
The GNA MOI, MOD, and MOF each technically have border management responsibilities at official border
crossings. The MOI is responsible for passport control, some investigations and intelligence tasks, general physical
security, and counter terrorism. The MOD leads in intelligence gathering and provides additional physical security, and
the MOF controls customs procedures. Yet officials say there is little to no interagency cooperation or coordination at
the border checkpoints and no interagency communication mechanisms. This may be somewhat due to lack of
infrastructure and communication mechanisms, but it may also be because the vast majority of those working on the
borders, even in an official capacity, are aligned with a militia and/or smuggling group and communication/coordination
with rival groups is not good for business.
The Libyan MOI has engaged previously in identifying the major challenges and solutions for Libyan border
security and has undertaken strategic planning for integrated border control. This process resulted in a comprehensive
report with recommendations for the government on how to establish an integrated border management system.
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Implementation of this plan, however, was hindered by organizational weaknesses, the reluctance of other agencies
to adopt it, and ultimately, by a lack of legislative approval and funding. 89
More recently, a Libyan contracting company was commissioned by the Tobruk “government” to build the wall
along the border with Egypt, augmenting the Musaid side of the Salloum border crossing (See Map 11 above). Cairo
has reinforced the Salloum border crossing significantly in recent years with additional troops and armored vehicles,
and is funding the construction of this border wall in Libya as another barrier. Work started on the wall January 20,
2019, and it is planned to be 1km (.62 miles) long and 3 meters (9.8 feet) tall. 90 Similar barriers have been tried on
Libya’s other borders, specifically a trench in Tunisia and an electronic system in Algeria and Tunisia, but they do not
seem to have a tremendous impact on border crossings, since smugglers have found ways to evade them quite easily.

STRUCTURE OF LIBYA’S BORDER MANAGEMENT
A number of Libya’s ministries have a border security management function, including the following:
The Ministry of Interior has 3 main administrations responsible for border security. 91 These include (1) the
General Directorate for Border Security, which is responsible for border checks, document inspection at land, sea, and
air borders; (2) the General Directorate for Coastal Security, which is responsible for coastal surveillance and maritime
borders; and (3) the General Directorate for Combating Illegal Migration (DCIM), which was established in 2012
specifically to take back control of the country’s detention centers but is also technically responsible for combatting
illegal migration. The DCIM does not, however, have control over many of the detention centers (militias have coopted
the detention centers) and struggles to exert any control outside of Tripoli. Their main function since the revolution
has principally been to detain illegal migrants in an ad hoc fashion and without due process.
The Ministry of Defense has 2 forces responsible for border security—the Naval Coastal Guard and the
Border Guard (described in detail below). The Ministry of Finance oversees the customs service and the Ministry
of Transport has its own facilities in ports and POEs. Additionally, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and the
Ministry of Justice (MOJ) do not have officials on the border, but both play an important role in border management.
The MFA participates in both the Migration Working Group created by IOM and in the EUBAM Border Security
Management Working Group. The MOJ has authority over the majority of detention centers and prisons (though the
MOD, the MOI, and the militias are all running unofficial or illegal detention centers across Libya).
The General Investigation Department (GID) stands alone as a sort of ministry in Tripoli, and the head
of the GID has the same powers as a minister. 92 The GID is responsible for combatting terrorism and organized crime.
It also plays a significant role in the oil sector. GID members are divided, with loyalties split between the GNA and the
LNA.
Finally, the Libyan Intelligence Service (LIS) is responsible for counterterrorism and counter intelligence,
protection, communication security, and combatting organized crime. It serves as both an intelligence service and law
enforcement agency. 93 There is a great deal of confusion about its role in comparison to the GID, and both
organizations’ heads have powers equal to a minister. The LIS has both an intelligence and a law enforcement function,
and technically all border management actors must provide data and intelligence information to the LIS.
The following forces currently have a mandate for border security in Libya:
The Land Border Guard (LBG) is responsible for the surveillance of land borders and is organizationally
divided across Libya into six regional border sectors, each technically with three border stations and three battalions.
The LBG operates under the supervision of the Land Border and Crossing Security Committee. 94 Currently, only a
couple of border crossings are actually under the LBG authority on the Tunisian and Algerian borders. There are
currently no operational LBG stations in the south and most of those in the east have been destroyed or taken over by
LNA-affiliated militias. Like the other Libyan security forces, the LBG has largely been coopeted by local militia, and
guards are corrupt, acting on behalf of their affiliated local militias.
The Libyan National Police are under the authority of the MOI and are largely ineffective. In order to
strengthen police forces after the revolution, positions were filled by armed militia members who were integrated into
the police structure (e.g., the Special Deterrence Force in Tripoli). 95
The General Administration for the Security of Border Crossing Points is responsible for managing
the security of air, land, and sea ports of entry and is therefore supposed to have a primary role in border security, but
is unequipped, undertrained, and largely overpowered by militias. 96
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The General Administration for Coastal Security (GACS) (i.e. coastal police or maritime police) is under
MOI and has a shore mandate up to 30 km (18.6 mi) inland and a sea mandate for up to 22 km (13.7 mi) out to sea.
Beyond that, maritime patrol responsibilities belong to the Libyan Navy Coast Guard. The similarities and lack of
distinction between the GACS mandate and that of the Navy Coast Guard has created competing organizations. Prior
to the revolution, the GACS was a force of around 400 relatively well-trained individuals. Since the revolution, around
2,500 individuals were added to the GACS in an attempt to integrate armed groups into the official security forces, the
vast majority of whom had no training or background in policing or maritime operations. Like many of the security
forces, those that have been added simply collect their payroll without actually showing up for duty. 97
The Navy Coast Guard is under the MOD and has its Operational Maritime Center near Tripoli. It patrols out
to 28 miles off the coast of Libya and is responsible for border surveillance of maritime borders, controlling illegal
maritime activities (smuggling), and search and rescue operations. 98 As noted above, the Navy Coast Guard’s
overlapping roles and responsibilities with the GACS is a source of tension and confusion.
Finally, the Libyan Customs Administration (LCA) participates in border management, controlling the
movement of goods and people across borders, including smuggling and trafficking. The LCA includes the Libyan
Customs’ General Directorate for Anti-Smuggling and Enforcement, which serves as the administration’s law
enforcement body. This directorate is meant to play a significant role in managing cross-border crimes, including
terrorism, organized crime, trafficking and smuggling, but currently it is barely operational, with very limited training
capacities and resources. Customs has no central command and control at the borders, but is comparatively wellorganized and more capable than other entities working on the border; it even continues to be a member of the World
Customs Organization. It is not, however, immune to the militias. Customs diverts customs taxes collected at official
border crossings to local militia. However, when revolutionaries were assigned to Customs in an attempt to reintegrate
armed groups, Customs was more strategic than other agencies and split members of the same militia across the
organization to break their ties to those militia.

EXISTING DEFENSE TRAINING SYSTEM IN LIBYA
The academies, training centers, and universities that used to provide training for police, military, and customs, nearly
all appear to be nonoperational due to a lack of funding and equipment, administrative gridlock, or security threats.
While the Departments of Planning in the MOI and MOD are responsible for curriculum development on border
management, and the MOF for customs officials, new recruits to Libya’s border security services—most of whom have
no military or security background—are largely expected to learn on the job, rather than receiving even basic training
in specific functions, tasks, and procedures.
There are two important historical phenomena in Libya that are crucial to understanding the current state of
security training in the country. First, in 1986 all formal recruitment, performance evaluation, and promotion processes
were frozen by Gaddafi. Since 1986, these processes have been informal, ad hoc, and chaotic. Second, Gaddafi
designed the state to be dysfunctional as a coup-proofing and control mechanism. The administration and its
procedures, rules, and processes exist only on paper with no implementation in practice. Most functions are therefore
performed informally as opposed to following any official procedures, if those exist. This is important for research into
existing training systems, processes, and institutions, as it explains why much of the data gathered is discordant across
and even within agencies, or indeed does not exist on paper at all.
The official Libyan defense establishment had (before the revolution) three levels of training: 1) the lowest
level was the Military Training Centers, 2) the next level up was the Military University, and 3) the most advanced level
was the Military Academy. All of these training establishments were under the Military Training Directorate, under
which there were “directions” or departments for the Military Academy, the Military Training Centers, and the Military
University. After the revolution in 2011, Libya’s military training system largely broke down. Today, a few parts remain
functional in a limited capacity, with some facilities open only for administrative staff and others delivering ad hoc
training.
It is important to note that throughout SCG’s field research, contradicting information was provided about the
status of the training establishment for border forces and the security and defense sectors in Libya. Some of the
institutions still hold ad-hoc trainings that last a week or two, which are then used to claim that the institution is still
open and operational (largely to justify continuing to draw a salary for the institution or to gain international assistance
money). In the case of several attempts to clarify with official GNA forces, SCG was told that the Military University is
officially open. However, in-country sources confirm that the university is closed but that officials maintain it is open to
draw the allocated funding and pay salaries.
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The following information draws on data SCG was able to vet through sources in Libya. It provides an outline
of the military training system that existed under Gaddafi, that is now referenced by many as still existing, although it
does not, and details the parallel training institutions currently being run by Khalifa Haftar in the East (which
problematically have the same names as the official training institutions):

Military Training Centers
The Military Training Centers were for the most basic level students, between 18 and 35, who did not have a university
certification but who had at least secondary school certification. Before the revolution, training lasted between one and
two years and students received physical training, studied military science, and received training in arms. Students
graduated from training centers with the rank of sergeant. Soldiers who got high scores (good grades) at the Military
Training Centers could apply to get into the Military University.
Nine Military Training Centers remain technically “open” in Tripoli, Benghazi, Tobruk, Sabha, Zintan, and
Misrata. While they are considered “open” on paper and the administrative staff still sometimes work in the centers
and receive a salary, the Training Centers do not always have soldiers in them. The other permanent Training Centers
throughout Libya are not open consistently and the temporary Training Centers are open only for temporary training.
In both cases the Training Centers are often used for other purposes: sometimes they are controlled by the GNA,
sometimes by militias, and sometimes by the LNA. The situation in each Training Center differs and changes frequently,
so information about any given Training Center’s functionality and operational status can change depending on the
week the information is gathered.

Military University
There was one Military University in Libya before the revolution, located in Tripoli and founded in 1957. After February
2011, the Military University and its colleges were dismantled due to a decrease in funding, in addition to political issues
from the conflict, as the budget was redirected to fund counterterrorism efforts. Between 2011 and 2012, most staff
at the Military University had to return to different jobs at the MOD because there were no funds for their salaries after
the budget was cut. In March 2012, the Military University in Tripoli closed down officially. A class of 86 soldiers did
graduate in March 2012, but those students did not attend classes or training from February 2011 to March 2012. The
Military University had a campus in Tripoli that is not functional as a training establishment, but SCG was told that half
of its facilities are currently being used as offices for a travel-related government agency.
Before the revolution, the Administration of the University was responsible for selecting the candidate’s profiles
for admission, the Training Department trained the students on the ground, and the Education Department was
responsible for classroom teaching. Recruits who received high scores at the Military Training Centers or who completed
a college degree, could apply to the Military University. Training at the Military University lasted from three to four
years maximum, depending on the specialty. The University was divided into three sections (land and engineering,
marines, and air) with four colleges (the land and engineering colleges were in the same location, Marines and Air were
separate). The first year, all the classes were joint for all students, then after they finished their common studies, they
were divided into their specialty and their specialty determined the length of study thereafter.
•

Land College (three years to graduation)

•

Air College (four years to graduation)

•

Marine College (four years to graduation)

•

Military Engineering College (five years to graduation)

Examples of the departments at the Military University and the length of time students would spend in each include:
•

Infantry and Reconnaissance Division (three months)

•

Department of Tanks (three months)

•

Department of Artillery and Missiles (three months)

•

Technical Affairs Section (three months)

•

Department of Intelligence (three months)

•

Electronic Support Section (one month)
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•

Field Engineering Department (one month)

•

Department of Chemical Protection (three months)

•

Administrative Affairs Section (three months)

•

Transport and Machinery Section (two months)

•

Armament and Ammunition Department (two months)

After the first year of training at the Military University, students who chose “Land” as their specialty stayed at the
Land College in Tawerka, Benghazi; students who chose air-force specialties were sent to the college in Misrata; and
students who went into the Marines and Air Defense specialties were sent to the Air College and Marine College in
Tripoli. There was also an Airforce college near the airport in Zuwara where students specifically received flight training.
Three miles from the Military University central administration in Tripoli, there was also a campus just for females that
covered land, sea, and air. This is the only campus that women were allowed to attend. During their studies at the
Military University, students could also be sent to Egypt, Jordan, and Paris for specialty training.
Once cadets completed training at the Military University, they were assigned to the MOD, MOI, or MOF, or they
could apply for the Military Academy. Students graduated from the Military University with the rank of First Lieutenant
(one star) and with a Master’s Degree in whichever specialty the student focused on.

Military Academy
Before the revolution, the Military Academy was headquartered in Tripoli, with a branch in northern Benghazi exclusively
for Marines. No official “Military Academy” under the GNA is open and operational in Libya (though the facilities are
opened randomly and used sometimes for ad hoc trainings). Between 2011 and 2015, the Marines branch of the Military
Academy was not fully functional for degree courses but was used to teach some short-term refresher courses. In
2015, the government ordered an official shut down of the Marines Military Academy in Benghazi. However, a number
of the academy’s administrative and teaching staff still go into the building a few times a week, and they still receive
their salary from the GNA. Sometimes Military Academy staff teach ad hoc, one-week to two-month refresher
courses/classes inside the Military University buildings in Tripoli.
Before the Revolution, the Military Academy training lasted up to a maximum of five years. In order to join the
Military Academy, students had to have a university certification (from a civilian university) or be students who already
finished their studies at the official Military University and graduated with distinction. The Military Academy had five
colleges:
•

Land College

•

Air College

•

Air Defense College

•

Marine College

•

Military Engineering College

Students at the Military Academy studied Strategic Studies (in the classroom) and Practical Trainings (technical
training on the ground/ air/ water) and had to complete a technical internship in the field. Graduates of the Military
Academy received the rank of lieutenant (two stars) and their academic certificate is called a PhD in the subject of
whatever specialty college they were in.

LNA Military University
In addition to the GNA’s training institutions and separate from them, the Libyan National Army under Haftar has
created two of its own institutions, a military academy and a military university. Immediately following the revolution,
Haftar gave special training to smaller groups of (200-350) who were formally part of the MOD or in the military during
the Gaddafi regime, at his military barrack, “Alr Ajma” in Laoudat while the LNA “Military University” building was being
built in Tawerka, south of Benghazi. Those people were also sent to Egypt, Jordan, and Paris for additional military
training in specialties like intelligence training (these people were primarily advanced level in their careers under
Gaddafi). Haftar’s “Military University” opened in 2015. The first class of 321 students graduated from the LNA “Military
University” in 2016, then 232 students in 2017, 211 students in 2018. The next class of 2,300 students will graduate
in 2020.
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LNA Military Academy
In January 2018, Haftar established an LNA “Military Academy” inside the LNA Military University building in Tawerka,
south of Benghazi. The academy is currently exclusively for Marines. Some of the people from the official Military
Academy are teaching now at Haftar’s LNA Military Academy in Tawerka. Haftar’s students attending the LNA Military
Academy go to Egypt for Military Engineering training and to Jordan for Air Force training. The Russian Military are also
allegedly present in Libyan Territory to train the high-level senior military officers under Haftar at Rajma barrack.

CORRUPTION AND MILITIA INFILTRATION: CASE OF RAS AJDIR
All of Libya’s border authorities and forces share a laundry list of capacity gaps, ranging from lacking legal frameworks
and working processes, to not having proper facilities, equipment, training, and infrastructure. Many lack personnel
with the education and skills to carry out the job, and they all lack internal and cross-agency communications. This is
particularly prominent for remote border posts, which are severely hampered by capacity issues, including 1) an inability
to maintain supply chains to support patrols in the vast desert terrain, 2) a lack of equipment and tools to aid border
agents in effectively fulfilling their designated tasks, and 3) a lack of infrastructure and personnel throughout to protect
and maintain any equipment that may be installed in these remote regions. Attempts to address any of these shared
capacity gaps, though, are hindered by two major challenges: first is the lack of a training system, as described above,
but second is the widespread corruption and militia infiltration at every level of the border security system. To
demonstrate one example of this, SCG looked into the infiltration of militias in the various border management posts
in the Ras Ajdir border crossing between Tunisia and Libya, and the ways in which corruption was contributing to the
security problems. Below are a few examples of corruption and militia infiltration inside the border posts:

Directorate of Ras Ajdir
The Directorate of Ras Ajdir is the Administration which synchronizes all the border management actors on the Libyan
side and reports directly to the MOI and to the Libyan Prime Minister. One of the major issues with corruption inside
this Directorate is the fact that a large percentage of the employees working inside the Ras Ajdir border crossing are
from Zuwara, but the Head of the Directorate is nominated directly by the GNA Prime Minister’s office, and is not
Zuwaran, which means his authority isn’t fully respected by his staff whose loyalties are first with Zuwara. Within the
Directorate, for example, there is a small traffic police office, the main role of which is to ensure the legality of cars
passing in both directions (Tunis-Libya/Liba-Tunis). The traffic police also work closely with the customs office at Ras
Ajdir regarding smuggling and general criminal investigation. All the employees of the traffic police station are from
Zuwara, so the cars and trucks that are confiscated at the border are not transferred to Tripoli, but instead are
transferred to Zuwara municipality where these cars will be used directly by Zuwara municipality. After the Libyan
revolution, the Libyan MOI was taking a long time to pay the monthly salaries of the traffic police at Ras Ajdir, so they
were among the first to facilitate the smuggling and aid smugglers with insider intelligence about the Ras Ajdir crossing.

Immigration Department (Passport Control)
The immigration department is in charge of the computer operating system that collects information on each person
crossing the border that is gathered by the immigration officers at Ras Ajdir. Similar to most electronic passport
databases, when they input the Libyan passport number, it brings up a profile for that person. The immigration
Department is still the main office for border crossings and is connected to Department of Justice. However, their
passport database is not up to date, internal network connection problems due to IT Issues often cause the system to
be down. When the system is down, the average waiting time is from six to seven hours, as the border crossing is
closed automatically. The problem, however, is that when travelers start to complain about the delay, the immigration
department often turns to processing the passengers manually. With this method, nefarious actors can easily pass
through the border crossing with fake papers, especially if they are aided by immigration officials that are affiliated
with their town/tribe/militia/ etc. For example, when Tunisian authorities caught people accused in a recent terrorist
attack in Tunisia, they found most of them passed through the border legally but exploited this weakness in the security
infrastructure to pass through when the computer system was down.
Compounding this issue is the fact that there is only one power cable for the Ras Ajdir passport system and
whenever smugglers or terrorists want to get someone over the border, they simply cut it. To try and counteract this,
Libya installed a generator, but again the generator was supplied by one power cable, so the nefarious actors simply
cut the power cable to the main system, waited for the border authorities to turn on the generator, and then cut the
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power to the generator. Within 8 hours the generator would die, the power would again be down, and the passport
system with it and immigration would eventually be processed manually.

Military Intelligence
The Military Intelligence at the border crossing are responsible for anyone who is wanted/arrested for smuggling
weapons or for taking part in terrorism. Anyone trying to cross the border with a legal weapon of any description must
go to the third floor of the building to Military Intelligence and if they are found to be dealing arms or involved in
terrorism, they are given to the military police. The Military intelligence is represented at the border of Ras Ajdir by 14
military soldiers. Their role is to gather data and carry out assessments of Libyans who are coming from and going to
Tunisia. Their second role is to share any intelligence about arms smuggling or terrorist linked activity to the military
forces. The issue in this department is that Osama Joual, the former Minister of Defense from Zintin, replaced all the
military staff on the border after the revolution with Zintan militia members and member of his family. The Military
Intelligence positions are still occupied by the Zintin militias and they still report directly to (and are loyal to) Osama
Jouil, rather than the GNA. This allows the Zintin to move people and weapons more freely through Ras Ajdir and to
use the intelligence to further the goals of the Zintin militias, rather than for border security.

General Directorate for Customs
The General Directorate for Customs under the MOF has three departments: 1) General Customs (inspection of goods
in cars), 2) Auto Search Customs (run the vehicle scanner just for trucks), and 3) Investigation Customs (mobile
checkpoints to search vehicles all around Libya). The problem here is that the militias have made it so that all employees
who work with customs must be from Zintin or Abou Kamach, and often the positions are “bought” by smuggling
“companies” who want to facilitate the movement of their smuggled goods. The militia-affiliated customs officers are
imposing taxes on Tunisian companies above the normal rate and blocking their entry to Libya if the inflated tax is not
paid. One of their other missions is to gather intelligence on narcotics and arms, which they may be exploiting to
facilitate the trade of arms or/and narcotics.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON BORDER SECURITY
The stability of North Africa and the security of its borders have serious implications for the national security of the
United States and its allies. Nefarious actors—such as the former ISIS-affiliated terrorist group Ansar al-shariah that
carried out the deadly 2014 attack against the U.S. Embassy in Benghazi—take advantage of porous and poorly
governed borders in the region to launch attacks against high profile targets. Particularly in Libya, they move freely,
staging attacks, and utilizing the coastline as a launching point to Europe where they can gain access to routes to North
America.
The 32 recommendations below, organized into five categories by type, frame how the international
community and U.S. Government policy and program managers can provide strategic and targeted assistance to Libyan
authorities and neighboring governments to improve border security for Libya and regionally. Although Libya’s
government still stands at a political impasse, steps can be taken to begin addressing Libya’s border security challenges.
Tackling border security now is essential for addressing the insecurity that could undermine Libya’s successful
democratic transition.

REGIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1

2

3

4

Develop a regional border security strategy at the operational level to coordinate border
management and tactics. Although borders in North Africa are highly interconnected by what moves across
them, this is not mirrored at the government level. Each border—and sometimes even each POE, is treated
individually. Controlling borders in the region requires developing strategic responses at the regional level.
For instance, as security is increased and authorities clamp down on one border, smugglers and armed groups
alternate their routes to avoid the more secure border, moving goods and illicit items through more porous
borders. One border fix thus generates another border challenge, and this lack of coordination is being
leveraged by the region’s nefarious actors. Focusing on cooperation at the operational level that is not
contingent on political solutions in the near-term could lead to entry points for generating a regional strategy
in the longer term.
Improve regional coordination and cooperation mechanisms to integrate and coordinate cross-border
approaches to common problems and utilize limited resources for joint border monitoring and enforcement.
There is a clear need for greater regional cooperation on border issues, yet cooperation is limited by the lack
of regional communication and coordination mechanisms—from informal working groups to more formalized
and structured communications protocols and institutionalized information sharing. Such mechanisms are
essential for integrating and coordinating responses to common problems and for utilizing limited resources
for joint border monitoring and enforcement. Creating opportunities for relevant officials of regional
governments at all levels to discuss common challenges is a good place to begin. Devising a more formalized
strategic regional approach to mitigating current problems along common borders can follow when the
benefits are apparent and understood.
Improve the lives and livelihoods of North Africa’s border communities to reduce incentives to
smuggle and limit terrorist recruitment of the region’s youth. The illicit border economies that exist in countries
across North Africa are a major part of the security problem, but they are also essential to the lives and
livelihoods of many border communities. Current solutions—such as border closures—creates significant social
and economic hardship without necessarily stemming the flow of more nefarious goods and actors. To reduce
the incentive to smuggle, border communities in Egypt, Libya, and Tunisia, and across the Maghreb, must
have economic alternatives. To help address vulnerable border communities, the international community
could provide assistance to regional governments on programs related to improving border community
resilience. This could include projects related to education, building roads, public development, youth
inclusion, and alternate livelihood programs.
Reestablish integrated manning at key border posts. Tunisia and Libya used to have an agreement for
a joint border crossing point under the Ben Ali and Gaddafi regimes through which personnel from each
country were seconded to the other side to work. For example, at the Ras Ajdir border crossing between
Tunisia and Libya, there are two buildings, one on each side of the border. This system was largely dismantled
after the revolution due to fighting between the Zintan and Misrata militias, but SCG learned that both sides
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would like to resume this cooperation. Such integrated manning arrangements could build tactical and even
operational cooperation and coordination at key border points.

5

6

Reopen regional embassies and consulates in Libya to enable intelligence sharing and cooperation on
border security. One of the major issues in coordinating intelligence sharing and cooperation on border issues
is a lack of official channels to do so. Regional governments should be encouraged to re-open embassies and
consulates in Libya as security conditions improve to reestablish intelligence sharing MOUs and agreements
as needed.
Assist North African countries to adopt electronic passports/visas and install electronic
passport/visa reading machines at regional border entry points. The United States and other
international donors could provide equipment and training for passport scanning terminals at airports, ports,
and land border points with electricity and assistance to countries to roll out new electronic passports. An
example of how this could be done can be found in Tunisia where an Automated Fingerprint Identification
System (AFIS), which uses digital imaging to obtain, store, and analyze fingerprint data, is being implemented
with 10 million Euros in international assistance. Tunisia has launched new passports with electronic elements
in coordination with the AFIS.

STRATEGIC-LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIBYA
7

8

9

Plan for, design, and implement a Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR)
program for Libya to address the longer-term role of Libya’s militias in Libya’s new political order, particularly
for border security. A critical issue is how to integrate those militia assigned to border security functions, and
how to disarm and demobilize militias who have assumed border security function in the absence of a formal
government presence or by force. Ultimately, the establishment of secure border management will rely on a
political solution to the country’s fractured internal politics, a process that must include addressing Libya’s
many militias.
Build upon existing and ongoing international efforts to devise a border security system for
Libya. Libya needs a roadmap for reestablishing national security and several international actors, including
Egypt and the European Union, have begun the process of providing Libya with options for how to structure
a future border security system, including force and agency structures for border forces. Although these efforts
have not yet produced the intended result (largely due to the resurgence of violence in Libya), there are
nonetheless benefits in building off these efforts. EUBAM, for example, has established networks of Libyans,
many of whom have received training to increase their understanding of and buy-in for security reform, which
could prove useful. In addition, EUBAM has been able to return their staff to Libya in recent years and therefore
has on the ground knowledge that could be useful for U.S. programming. The United States could build off
these initial frameworks to help Libya determine a plan for border security and begin installing planning steps
for full implementation once the political impasse is solved. The United States could also consider using the
existing networks created by EUBAM, such as the National Team for Border Security Management, to amplify
U.S. programing in Libya. Because of its standing and continued legitimacy in Libya, the U.S. Government
could also introduce programming to better coordinate international attempts to devise a border security
system for Libya by hosting a donor workshop or working group on border security.
Secure buy-in from Libya’s legislature. The institutionalization, and thus sustainability, of U.S. assistance
on border security training reform cannot be siloed within security agencies alone. Libya’s security ministries
must secure buy-in from the legislature(s) to consistently support and fund the training system, staff,
students, and facilities for border security agencies.

10 Conduct a thorough review of Libyan Law pertaining to border security. The U.S. Government could

commission the review of existing Libyan law pertaining to border security, including for customs, immigration,
and security issues related to border security such as refugees. This legal review would assist Libyan border
agencies in targeting where reforms and legislative changes are needed to improve border security
coordination, authorities, and funding. The U.S. Government could then assist the various agencies involved
in border security to propose legislative changes as necessary to streamline and properly fund border security
mandates.
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11 Develop a national strategy to combat extremism and violence. The international community should

help Libya to develop a national strategy to confront extremism and violence, which includes policy direction
to guide border forces in dealing with extremist groups.

OPERATIONAL-LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIBYA
12 Provide technology and corresponding training to improve capacity to patrol the vast land

borders of Libya. As the nature of threats along Libya’s borders changes and the tactics of criminals become
more sophisticated, Libya will require updated technology, as well as training, to use and maintain this new
technology to meet the challenges. For example, the surveillance system that the U.S. and German
governments helped Tunisia establish could be a model for Libya’s borders. This should be part of a longerterm strategy to be implemented once the political impasse in Libya has been resolved. Providing any
technology in the short-term could prove problematic, as SCG was advised that the vast majority of donorprovided equipment is coopted by armed groups and/ or sold.

13 Provide equipment to modernize border security capacity. Once equipment can realistically be
provided and sustained, the U.S. Government should ensure that equipment will improve border security
rather than conventional military capacity. Effective border security requires flexible, mobile forces and
equipment to enhance operational capacity and sometimes less sophisticated equipment is more effective in
addressing border challenges.

14 Establish the building blocks for future professional integrity units within Libya’s border forces

and authorities. Although the current environment is not conducive to the establishment of a professional
integrity unit for border security forces, certain steps could still be taken to begin to build an ethos of integrity.
Integrity components can be included in all trainings provided by the international community and as standard
talking points during all high-level and working group meetings between the United States and Libya. For
example, Customs, as one of the agencies still relatively intact with national coverage, could be used as an
agency to test a pilot professional integrity project in order to start building the framework for future
professional integrity offices within other border force agencies once established or consolidated. The pilot
could begin by conducting a review of current policy and training on professional integrity within Customs,
and then the U.S. could engage Libyan customs officials from various levels and regions to devise and establish
a national professional integrity unit as well as integrity training to be included with all new Customs officer
training.

15 Conduct a rigorous review of the pay and benefits systems for all border security personnel. In
parallel with recommendation 7, initiate a process to review pay and benefits systems for all border security
personnel, particularly frontline agents, to ensure employees consistently receive a minimum wage.

16 Conduct a Border Management Organizational Review. One of the greatest challenges for Libya’s
security institutions is what to do with the estimated 30,000 revolutionaries and militia members across Libya’s
ministries. Building on EUBAM’s border management structure recommendations, the U.S. Government could
work with Libyan officials to conduct a border management infrastructure and staffing structure assessment
to establish a baseline for eventual DDR (recommendation 7). To prepare for eventual DDR and a stable Libya,
determining and creating a plan for how to structure, staff, train, and equip legitimate national border forces
will be central to building border security capacity.

17 Conduct a Border Management Job Task Analysis. Once the Border Management Organizational Review

is completed (Recommendation 16), the U.S. Government should support Libya’s security agencies to create
job descriptions and identify required competencies for each border security function. This will also be
essential to help refine the training recommendations (Recommendations 22-26).

18 Improve human resource capacity for Libyan security institutions. Government ministries and

agencies will require assistance on how to vet, recruit, manage, and train new and existing personnel.
Determining how to structure and staff legitimate national border forces will be central to building border
security capacity.
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19 Address border security on Libya’s most porous southern border. Focusing only on Libya’s eastern

and western borders leaves a wide-open space for nefarious actors to enter Libya and points onward,
circumventing border management improvements of Libya’s neighbors. The U.S. Government should:
•

Assist Libya in building sufficient forces on the southern border, including ordinary policing, and
customs and border guards;

•

Assist Libya in improving conditions for border guards on the southern border by providing adequate
infrastructure, pay, security, and equipment;

•

Assist Libya and its neighbors of Algeria, Chad, Niger, and Sudan to establish more border protection
systems along their shared borders, such as sand dunes, ditches, border posts, surveillance systems,
and mobile posts; and

•

Improve the interdiction capacity of Algeria, Chad, Libya, Niger, and Sudan’s border authorities to
stop the movement of conveys once a crossing is detected. This could take the form of training on
hot pursuit as well as assisting these governments in drafting MOUs to share intelligence and to
create the legal authorities for hot pursuit after a convey has crossed an international border.

20 Implement equipment management processes. The United States should work with Libyan partners to

jointly review best practices in border management and technology to evaluate which equipment and
equipment management processes are most appropriate for Libya’s specific context and challenges. This can
include providing sustainability programs (e.g., training on logistics and resource management for
consumables, security of equipment, inventory processes, sign-in and sign-out systems) as well as the
development and implementation of SOPs and policies.

21 Establish a nation-wide central command center to coordinate intelligence and operations across land,
air, and sea. Current operations are ad hoc, and many intelligence leads are not followed up. The
establishment of a nation-wide central command center would streamline intelligence sharing among the
agencies involved in border security, increase interagency coordination and sharing of resources, as well as
increase cooperation with international law enforcement partners. Proper vetting would be essential for all
personnel assigned to the command center.

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIBYA
22 Immediate border security training needs. While the international community and Libyan authorities
plan for and devise longer-term systemic border security training solutions, training in the near-term must be
conducted on relevant immediate skills for border guard agents. SCG has identified the below immediate
needs for training:
•

Passport and document inspection

•

Forged and misleading document identification

•

Behavioral analysis

•

Interviews at POEs

•

Interrogation and investigation techniques (including human rights)

•

Proper policies and procedures for the detention of migrants

•

Combatting human trafficking (including human rights)

•

Community-Security Force Engagement

•

Strategic Communications for border force officials

•

English language skills so that agencies can work more efficiently with international donors

•

Combating financial money laundering

•

Anti-corruption and professional responsibility
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•

Strategic weapons control and weapons identification

•

Strategic trade control training

23 Standardize basic training in border security skills. To begin to create a baseline of essential basic skills

for border security personnel, a standardized basic training in border security skills should be provided in the
near term to all personnel who may perform border enforcement tasks in the course of their duties or who
have an oversight responsibility for frontline border officers. Basic training could include the identification of
forged documents and of falsified information on commercial declarations, operation and maintenance of
screening and x-ray equipment, and behavioral analysis.

24 Establish a sustainable training system. The U.S. Government and international partners should work

with Libyan Ministries with a border security mandate to establish sustainable training systems focused on
training institutions, not ad hoc, one-time trainings delivered by a host of donors. The U.S. Government and
international community should work with Libyan authorities to ensure that all immediate training provided
gets saved and stored at the relevant training institutions. Moreover, Libyan border security agencies need
proper curriculum and an in-house capability to keep this curriculum updated, professional trainers, a system
for training and certifying trainers, and proper training institutions. To ensure sustainability of any border
security training reform plan, the specific training responsibilities and financial obligations of each ministry
should be clearly delineated and agreed upon. To do so in the near term, a series of strategic senior-level
working-group meetings could be held to produce a strategic vision and plan for each ministry, reflective of
their functions, responsibilities, and training needs. Additional assistance will then be needed to implement
these plans, likely including co-developing curriculum with Libyan partners, a training of trainers on
international best practices for adult learning and education, the creation of feedback loops to ensure that
training curriculum is consistently updated based on needs, and workshops on academy management and
governance, including how to run an Academy, create an annual budget and training plan, and conduct an
annual academy performance review.

25 Conduct a curriculum assessment and review of basic military, police, and customs training as it pertains
to border security officers and an assessment of new border security training curriculum based on
staff structures, functions, competencies, and responsibilities.

26 Develop curricula and certification for border security managers and advanced border security

functions. Once immediate basic border security training needs are met, it will be essential to develop
advanced capabilities and to embed mid-career training and best practices for mid-to-senior level border
security management officials. Recommended advanced programs and trainings to be developed and provided
include:
•

Post-academy and mid-career (in-service) training for border security officers.

•

Leadership/Executive Development Program for military, customs, police, and other border agencies
on intelligence management as it pertains to border security.

•

An integrated, multi-agency leadership training program for border security senior leadership.

•

An integrated Leadership/Executive Development Program for officers as it pertains to border
security.

•

Technological best practices for monitoring borders using advanced systems such as Google Earth,
drones, radar, and camera and satellite surveillance.

•

Integrated border management intelligence program as it pertains to border security.

COORDINATION AND COOPERATION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LIBYA
Develop integrated border information management systems to reduce inefficiencies and
opportunities for corruption. Until Libya’s administration is willing and able to adopt digital solutions nationally,
border specific piloting of IT solutions, where appropriate, would provide experience and lessons to digital
systems that could be applied nationally at a later time.
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27 Develop interagency and joint training to address serious gaps among relevant border security agencies

on common border security skills and job tasks. Libyans interviewed highlighted that border security training
in Libya does not and has never incorporated teamwork and cooperation among the relevant border security
agencies. This is symptomatic of a larger issue regarding shared responsibilities between and within agencies.
Opportunities for joint training across ministries and agencies on common border security skills and job tasks
is needed.

28 Conduct interagency training maneuvers and operations. To establish long-term interagency

cooperation, agencies must first jointly train together. The U.S. Government could support Libyan border
security ministries to create a joint border exercise to improve interagency coordination and communication
and to prepare forces to conduct joint operations.

29 Establish or re-establish inter- and intra-agency communication and coordination mechanisms

across Libya’s six land borders and among the various border types (land, sea, and air). As the Libyan MOI,
MOD, and MOF each have border management responsibilities in airports, strong coordination among
ministries is critical to the mission of border security. To be more effective, the ministries involved in Libya’s
border management need to establish or re-establish inter- and intra-agency communication and coordination
mechanisms). This can be done through the establishment of the nation-wide central command center,
(Recommendation 21) and through the hosting of inter- and intra-agency workshops and tabletops.

30 Establish a public communications strategy. The security of Libya’s borders will rely heavily on the trust
and support of border communities. Efforts could include encouraging the media to raise awareness on border
security issues, particularly in the western borders, and highlight the importance of community participation.

31 Establish security force-community engagement with border communities. It is essential for border

officials to develop and mature relationships with border communities and tribes to gain their trust and
confidence and to jointly solve border issues. Border communities and tribes can provide valuable information
on cross-border activities.
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